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INTRODUCTION

Due to the possible complexity of infinite dimensional dynamical systems, it is of great interest for
mathematicians and applied scientists, to identify those problems that can be regarded as ordinary differential
equations.

The purpose of this work is to identify a class of reaction diffusion problems for which we are able to
reduce the study of the large time dynamics to the study of the large time dynamics of an ordinary differential
equation. An abstract theory is developed to include several reaction diffusion problems with large diffusion
and some for which the diffusion coefficient is large in parts of the region and becomes small in some other
parts of the region.

The techniques are the invariant manifold theory, a detailed analysis of an eigenvalue problem, some a
priori estimates and the converse theory for Liapunov stability as in Yoshizawa [1966].

This problem has been studied by several authors, among them we mention Conway Hoff and Smoller
[1978], Hale [1986], Hale and Rocha [1987a,b], Hale and Carvalho [1991], Fusco [1987] and Carvalho and
Pereira [1991]. Most of these authors worked in spaces with topology stronger than the uniform topology.
By working in energy spaces (the half fractional power space associated with the elliptic operator), we are
able to derive conclusions about the global asymptotic dynamics of parabolic problems.

As we will see throughout the text, there are several interesting parameter dependent reaction diffusion
problems for which the associated elliptic operator has a finite number of eigenvalues that converge and the
remaining diverge to —00, as the parameter varies. This is an essential ingredient in obtaining invariant
manifolds that are graphs over a finite dimensional space and that become flat, as the parameter varies.

The existence stability and smoothness of such invariant manifolds is established in section 1.1, Theorem
1.2. This result is essential to the proof that, in some cases, the dynamics of the partial differential equation
is equivalent to the dynamics of the ordinary differential equation.

We are also concerned with identifying the ordinary differential equation that determines the asymptotic
behavior (as seen in the previous works). To that end, we will also need to know what happens to the
eigenfunctions associated to those eigenvalues that stay bounded. More specifically, these eigenfunctions
must converge in some sense to a step function which is associated to an element of an euclidean space.

To carry out this project we must obtain some a priori estimates which are usually obtained by the use
of an energy functional. For this reason we choose to work in energy spaces, where a well known concept of
dissipation is available.

The usual method of obtaining a priori estimates for the attractors through energy functionals is not
essential in any way in these proofs. They are presented in this way only because it is a method which
applies to a very wide class of problems. The results apply whatever method is used to obtain the a priori
estimates.

To emphasize how powerful such reductions can be, we remark that the question of finding equilibrium
points (or even determining their number) for a parabolic problem with a polynomial nonlinearity may be
very hard or even untouchable. However, if this problem can be associated with an ordinary differential
equation this question has a much better chance of being answered.

This paper is divided into three main parts, each of them containing several sections.
In Part I we introduce the basic results that will be used throughout the text and a few simple immediate

applications of these results. The examples considered in this part are reaction diffusion equations in a
bounded smooth domain of IR", 11 5 3 for which the associated eigenvalue problem has been studied or it is
a simple consequence of a known problem. When considering these examples the only technical difficultness
is to set up the problem in the correct space so that the abstract results can be applied.

In Part II we study an eigenvalue problem for a strictly elliptic symmetric second order differential
operator in a two dimensional domain and use this result to verify the spectral assumptions of the abstract
results in 1.1.

In Part III we present some generalizations of the results in Parts I and II and also make some cements
on the interesting features observed for the limiting differential equations.

Recall (see Hale [1988], for example) that, if T(t) : X —+ X, t Z 0, is a semigroup of transformations on
a Banach space X, then a set. A is an attractor if it is a compact invariant set that attracts a neighborhood
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O of itself; that is, A is compact, T(t)A = A for t 2 0 and there is a neighborhood 0 ofA such that dist
(T(t)0, A) — O as t —‘ 00. The set A is a global attractor if it is an attractor which attracts each bounded
set ofX. A family of subsets (AA, A 2 0} is said to be upper semicontinuous at A = 0 if dist (AA, A0) _. 0
as A —~ 0.

I. THE STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS AND SOME APPLICATIONS

This section is divided into two subsections. In 1.1 we introduce the abstract results that will be used
throughout the text and in 1.2 we deal with a few simple examples.

§1. Upper semicontinuity of Attractors for Abstract Parabolic Equations.
In this section we introduce the basic abstract results that will be used throughout this paper. We start

by defining invariant manifolds.
Let X and Y be a Banach spaces and A : D(A) C X —' X be a sectorial operator. Denote by A“, the

fractional powers ofA and by X°, the associated fractional power spaces (see Henry [1981]).

Definition 1.1. Let f : X" x Y —» X, g : X“ x Y _. Y be locally Lipschitz continuous functions. A set
S C X" x Y is an invariant manifold for a differential equation

i = Ax+ f(z,y)
y: g<z.y).

if there exists a : Y —» X“ such that S = {(:c,y) E X" x Y : z = a(y)} and, for any (to,yo) E 5, there
exists a solution (z(-), y(')) of the differential equation on IRsuch that (z(t),y(t)) E S Vt 6 IR. An invariant
manifold S is said to be exponentially attracting if there are positive constants 7 and K such that

ll=(f) — ”(y(t))llx= S Ke'""ll=(0) — 0(9(0))HX°,

whenever (:c(t), y(t)) is a solution of the differential equation.

This is the definition that will be used throughout the text. Much more general definitions appear in
the literature, see for example Henry [1981].

Let (1 > 0 be a positive parameter, Xd be a Banach space and Ad : D(Ad) C Xd —» X4 be a sectorial
operator. Denote by A3, the fractional powers of Ad and by Xg‘, the associated fractional power spaces.

Our first result is concerned with existence, stability and smoothness of invariant manifolds. The proof
of this result follows the proofs in Henry [1981]. Some extra attention is required since the spaces change
with a parameter, but the proof is significantly different and we omit it.

Lemma 1.2. Let fd : X}; x Y —+ X4 and ya ng x Y —-> Y satisfying:

|lfd(r,y) — fd(2,w)||xi S L(ll$ — lex: + |ly- wlli')»

llfd(2xy)lle 5 JV?

llgd(¢,y) - gd(2, w)lll’ S L(|lf - zllx; + My - wlli')»

|l9d(1yy)ll)’ S N,

for every (z,y),(z,w) in X; x Y. Assume that

llf_A"w||)t': S Me‘fi(d)tl|w|lx:, 12 0

lle—A‘twllX: S Mf"°€'fi(d)'l|11’l|xu f> 0»

for any w 6 X3, where fl(d) —> 00 as d —» 00. Consider the weakly coupled system

i‘ = A4: +
fd(z,y),}y=gd(:)y)' (11)
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Then, for d large enough, there is an exponentially attracting in variant manifold for (1.1)

5a = {(r.y) : z = My), 116 Y}.

where 04 : Y —' X3 satisfies
501) = suP{y€Y)llad(l/)llev

Nady) - 0d(2)||xg S l(d)lly - ley.
with s(d), l(d) —, 0 when d _. oo. Ufa, yd are smooth; then, 04 is smooth and its derivative Dad satisfy

SUP llD”d(y)llL(Y,X:) S (W)-
uey

Assume that g : Y —-+ Y is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of Y and that

g = 90!) (1.2)

has a global attractor A. Assume also that there exists a constant M > 0, independent of d, such that the
set

B={U€Xd°XY3“U”x:xySM} [H]
attracts bounded sets of X; x Y under the flow defined by (1.1).

This hypothesis says that if the problem (1.1) has an attractor Ad, then it must be contained in B.
The ball 8 is not independent of d, since the space and its norm change with the parameter. However, the
fact that the radius of B is fixed will prove essential in the proof of our next result and can be usually be
obtained by using energy estimates.

Remark. To simplify the notation, we also denote by A the set {0} x A C X: x Y.

Suppose that fd : X: x Y —> X and ya : X3 >< Y —> Y are Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of
X}; x Y and that for any r > 0 there exist positive constants M], L], depending only on r, such that

Ilfa(z,y)l|x. S LJII-‘tllx: + M1, IlPd(=r,y)lly S Lp(d)||zllx: + Mild), (1-3)

for all (z,y) E X3 x Y, ||(x,y)[|X;-xy 5 r, where Pd(z,y) = gd(z,y)-—g(y) and Mp(d), Lp(d) —> 0 as d —+ co.
Assume also that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

a) The flow defined by (1.1) is asymptotically smooth,
b) M} = 0 and the flow defined by y: gd(0, y) is asymptotically smooth,
c) Mf=0andeEO.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that [H] and (1.3) are satisfied and that either a), b) or c) above is satisfied. Then,
there exists a do > 0 such that, for d 2 do, the problem (1.1) has a global attractor Ad and the family of
attractors, (Ad, do 5 d 5 00}, is upper semicontinuous at infinity, where A00 2: A. Furthermore, if c) is
satisfied, we have that A4 = A Vd 2 do.

Proof. Since (1.2) has a global attractor A there is a locally Lipschitz continuous function 2 : Y — IR+
such that for any 9 E Y,
i) E(G)=0 if 6 EA,
ii) a(d(@,A)) 5 EKG) 5 b(d(9,A)), where a is continuous nondecreasing, a(r) > 0 if r > 0, a(r) —' cc» as

r —> 00 and b(r) is continuous with b(0) = 0.
iii) 2.30.2)(6) 5 —E(9), where 202) is the righthand derivative of 2 along the solutions of (1.2).

This result is classical in converse theory of Liapunov sability and we refer the reader to Yoshizawa
[1966].

For any c > 0, let BC = {9 E Y : me) < c}. Note that, property ii) implies that Bc is bounded.
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Using the variation of constants formula (1.5) can be rewritten as

%=9(u) + P4241), (1.4)

z(t) =T4(t)zo +/0 T¢(t - s)fd(z(s),y(s))ds. (L5)

Given c > 0 and 17 > 0, let do > 0 be such that, for all d 2 do,

c — LLP(d)r) — LMp(d) > 0,

where L is the Lipschitz constant of E on EC.

Let (z(i),y(t)) be the solution of (1.4), (1.5) with initial data (10,110). If y(s) E BC and ||x(s)||x: < 1;

for 0 5 s _<_ t, it follows that

tort» s — sou» + anzu), yanny
s — sou» + LL,(d)nz(t)||x: + LMpw) < —>:<y(t)) + LLp<d>n + LMp(d)

and
1

Ilz(t)llx; sMe’Wl‘llzoIIx; +M/(J (t-s)‘°e“’“’("'> L;||z(s)||x: +M, ds.

Thus, if z(t) = e“P*||x(t)||x:, we have that

1

za) s Muzonx: +MM] 0 ' ‘>'°e'£g)"")z<s>ds + MM, rel?“
0

s Mll-‘flollx: +My veg?“ + ML; M10)

00 £112
where v(t) = sup05,5, {z(s)} and 7(d) = fo t'ae' 2 ‘dt —i 0, as d —r oc. Therefore,

it!)40 s um s Ilrollx: + M; 7c , *]
M

l
1— MLJ‘)‘

and
M _ggg,uxmnx; s 17W [lIZOlege + M; 7] .

Assume that do is chosen such that, for d 2 do, 1 — M147 2 % and M] 7 5 25”? Under this condition

_flilIlz(i)||x;- S 2MIIzol|xge = ‘+2MM/7. (1.6)

For ||20|lxg < fig, (1.6) implies ||:r:(s)[|x: < r; and y(s) 6 BC, whenever defined.

Therefore, for everyi 2 0, ||Io||xg < Fifi and yo 6 BC , (1.6) is satisfied and

53mm s -z<y(t)) + 2LLp(d)M [llzollxge-“P‘ + Mn] + LMp<d> (1.7)

for any t 2 0.
This implies that the w-limit set of the set A; of BM = {(z,y) E X3 x Y : ||z||x5 < &, y E BC} is a

local attractor for (1.1). Since 1] and c can be chosen arbitrarily, assume that B C B,,vc and Ad is a global
attractor for (1.1). If M! = 0, Mp E 0, the above computations also show that w(B,,,c) C A.

It remains to show , in cases a) and b), that the family of attractors {A4,d0 5 d 5 00} is upper
semicontinuous at infinity.



Consider (1.7) for Il-‘rollx; < "(H and yo 6 Be. Then,

£(e'2(y(1))) sebum) + e‘E(y(1))

52LL,,(d)M “coupe-(494V + M 7e' + LM (d e'
4 I P

and
_£L‘_lg _[2

fit/(0) S 2LL,,(d)M [Lmde—llzollx: + M1(1- 6 1]

+ 2LMp(d)(l — e") + E(yo)e".
From (1.6) and (1.8), for every (zo,yo) G Ad,

(1.8)

”MIX: 5 2MM17, E(yo) S 2LL,,(d)MM, + 2LMp(d)

and from property ii) of 8
lim sup dist((z,y), (0,.A)) =
d—Ow (try)€Ad

This concludes the proof. _'

Corollary 1.4. Suppose that fd and go are such that Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 holds. Then, there
exists an exponentially attracting invariant manifold So given by the graph of a; : Y _. X}; such that the
attractor Ad is contained in 54. Furtheremore, the flow in So is given by (Ida), yd(t)) = ((a;(yd(t)),yd(i))
Where yd(t) is a solution of

11: ya(02(y),y)- (L9)

Hf, y are smooth and the flow defined by (1.2) is structurally stable; then, for d large enough, the flow
defined by (1.9) is structurally stable and they are topologically equivalent.

The hypothesis [H] is essential to guarantee that A4 are global attractors. If [H] is not assumed, a
similar result holds for local attractors of (1.1).

Corollary 1. 5. Suppose that hypothesis [H] does not bold but all the other hypotheses of Theorem 1. 3
are satisfied Then, there exists do > 0 such that, for all d < do, the problem (1.1) has a local attractor
Ad. Furthermore, the family of attractors {Am do < d < 00} is upper semicontinuous at infinity, where

Ii‘rom Corollary 1.5 one can see that the family of local attractors Ad is such that, for do 5 d < 00 and
u 6 Ad,

110”):ng S M,
for some M > 0. Therefore, one can cut the nonlinearities fd, gd to satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2
and a local version of Corollary 1.4 holds.

Corollary 1.6. Assume that (1.2) has a global attractor A and [H], (1.3), b) are satisfied. Assume also
that, for some 6 > O, M > 0 independent of d, the semigroup generated by Ad satisfies

lle"“"wl|X:‘ S Mf—“llwlle’ 12 0

lle“"w|lx: S Mt‘°e"“||w||Xv t> 0’

for any w e X3. Then, there exists do > 0 such that (1.1) has a global attractor Ad and limd_.°o Ad C A.
Furthermore, ifMp(d) E 0, there exists d] > 0 such that Ad 5 A for d 2 d1.

2. Applications to Parabolic Partial Differential Equations.
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Suppose Q is a bounded smooth domain in IR", 71 S 3. Consider the scalar parabolic partial differential
equation

u, = dLu + [(u), in Q (2.1)
811

.

37 = 0, in 69 (2.2)

where L is defined by
n 5 611

Lu 2 — _ ,

k,l=1
61k(auazt) (23)

with a“ 6 Cl (5,12). Here

a _
"

( fl 6" -
a” _

k_1
01.16.73], a kn3_.‘tn) n (2 4)

and 77 is the outward normal.

We assume that L is strictly elliptic in 9; that is, there exists a positive number 0 such that

71

Z: 0kt($)Eth Z 9|€|2
E,l=1

for every x E Q, E 6 IR".

Due to homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, the above problem can be reduced to the ordinary
differential equation

1.) = f(‘U), (2.5)

when restricted to the subspace of constant functions. We will use the rasults of previous section to give
information about the global dynamics of (2.1), (2.2); that is, we prove that equation (2.5) dictates the
asymptotic behavior of (2.1), (2.2).

Results of this kind have been studied by many authors (see, for example, Conway, Hoff and Smoller
[1978], Hale [1986], Hale and Rocha [1987a,b] and Carvalho and Hale [1991]). However, as a consequence of
their choice of space, these authors only give information about the local dynamics of the problem. Working
. , 1 . . . .
in the energy spaces A; we intend to provrde some information about the global dynamics of (2.1), (2.2).

To better describe the results, some additional notation is needed. Let X = L2(Q); then the operator
Ad : D(Ad) C X —' X, defined by A450 = —st,o, where

3 .Dmn={¢eflfim;5§=0 m am.

is a sectorial operator. We borrow the notation of the previous section for the fractional powers of A and
the associated fractional power spaces. It is assumed throughout that a = %. unless stated otherwise.

It is well known that,

chtflm qut nnzz (de
XECLWQ) Hn=3, as»

with continuous inclusion (see Friedman [1983]. Theorem 10.1). It is easy to see that for d 2 1 the embedding
constant in (2.6)d is independent. of d, since (A§¢,¢) 2 (A?¢,¢) for d 2 1.

Let A be the first positive eigenvalue of —L with boundary condition (2.2) and assume that Ad 2 ].
Then, for any a] 2 02 > 0 and «15 E X5“, we have

(A3‘¢,¢) 2 (Afi’dmtl
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and if¢ .l.]
(A°’¢ ¢l> A°'d°’(¢l> ¢)

To use the results in the previous section the class of nonlinearities in consideration is restricted to those
that satisfy some dissipativeness condition and for which the above problem is locally well posed. Suppose
that f : IR -—v IR is a Lipschitz continuous function satisfying

Iftu) — f(v)l2 s c(1+ e’M’ +e’lvl’)|u — vl2, 7 <1, ifn = 2

|ff((u)-(v)|<c(l+u2 +t:2)lu—v| ifn=3 (2.7)

and the dissipativeness condition

lim sup
lul—oc “ 5 -6, (2.8)

for some 6 > 0.

We will concentrate on the case when n = 2, since the case n = 3 is much simpler and its proof can be
easily carried out from the proof for the case n = 2.

Lemma 2.1. Let 72 = [a,b] x [a,b]. For anyp 2 l we have

Hch) C ”(R),
with embedding constant proportional to p; that is, there exists a constant ft’ > 0 such that

l|¢||u<12)5 RPll‘fillHfi‘R),

for all d) E 11602).

Proof. Let ¢ 6 CLICK); then,

“an
a 611

6¢b

l¢(1‘1,1‘2)| = —(s, $2)ds_ / l-671(s,zg)lds := f2(1'2)

and in the same way
b ,

|¢(r:,rz)15/ tgfitmitds := not).
Therefore,

|<l>(ifl~$f"z)l2 S fl(-Tl)f2(1"l)

and

lléllL’(T‘l_< ”0,-6—1,10;llL1(‘R)lla_::_:)2 llum)

Let 1 Z 1. If we apply the above inequality to o = |u|"1u we have that

du au
IlUIli=r(m S i ll IUl’ 1 —llp(mlllu11'1r 1 —||11ur

1 l

<1|lul1—qul—(f ”Hg—21.1]lqu(n)llaaTu2lqu(‘/z)

Choose 21: q’(i — 1). Then, i = 71:2 and

q’ 611 1
u t <—ll “1,715qu_ _42

ll_
01]ulqu(R)ll_2lqu(‘R)
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Since ||¢||um 5 mli-tnanum, for all as 6 fine). it. follows that,

1-4II'UII _?,x’_
R)

<,q_q‘_2°IRI lg”LIIuUUIIaTuzllum)
41’ IN?

ql _ 2 “68ZZZIIL2‘72) + ”ab—u IlL’fR)

The result now follows by making p = 731—2 and from a density argument.

Corollary 2.2. Let Q be a bouded smooth domain in 1112. For any p 2 ] we have

H1(9)C m9),

with embedding constant proportional to p; that is, there exists a constant K > 0 such that

II¢IIu(n) S KPII¢I|Hl(n),

for all ¢ 6 H1(Q).

Proof. Let ‘R be a rectangle such that Q C R. Then, there exists a linear operator E : H‘(Q) —» 11303)
such that Ed)“, = d), and

IIE¢IIH;(R) S e II¢IIH1(n),

for all 4: 6 H1(Q) and for some 6 > 0. This implies that, for all d: E H1(Q),

II¢IILr(n) S IIE¢IIL'(‘R) S RPIIEd’IIngm) .<_ R CPII¢IIH1(n)

and the result is proved.

Lemma 2.3. Under the previous growth assumption on f, the function fc : X3 —- X, given by

f°(¢)(1)= f(¢(r))

l . .

i

is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of X5; that is, for any r > 0, there exists a constant L, = L,(r)
such that

um») — f=w>||x s Lf||¢ - wnxi,

wheneverII¢II4 <7) IIlrI ‘I‘II«l < rAc

Proof. The proof is based on the embeddings (2.6)d and on Corollary 2.2. Let r > 0 and old? 6 X? be
such that IId’IIX‘}, 5 r,H1,"|IXé 5 r. Then.

dd

IIf‘(0) — f‘tt‘IIIiam) SC / [1+ few)" + e"'°‘<’>"1|¢>(z> — wtdlgdr
1

sc(/[1+ fem(+r)l’ emon2d)“U)I¢(r _w r)|" (11>
’

w
2

<c||¢— Mum, (/[1+69'¢(I>' MW”! ] dz)
%

516m ||¢ - ¢‘IIh1(m</ [1+ “W" +W”? dz)
n
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Therefore, We only need to prove that

llf'lol’wllmn) S CU”).

for “(1’ng _<_ r, where C(r) depends only upon r. This follows from the following
4

N 00

Ilf"""(’)| I|L=(n)< ZO—J Iluln ’ llL’m): 20;—:IIUI|LZ”(o)
n:0 n:On
a)

and we only need to prove that the radius of convergence of the series

0:
‘b

or.

HQn'thuHme) zzon—l- (2rp9i A>nw<:’:_|°g

mm>

Z" Il

n=0 n

is infinity. This follows from the fact that, if ak—- k—, , then

-,,,““
=(n+1)l':<l+%>

—oc
an+1

as n —» 00. The lemma is now proved.

By standard arguments one can prove that the semigroup associated to (2.1),(2.2) is globally defined
. . . . ,1 . .and bounded dissipative; that is, there emsts a set 04 in A; that attracts bounded sets. The aim is to find

a constant M > 0, independent of d, such that

”I‘llKg SM
Ad

for every u E 04, d 2 do > 0. Once above constant is found, by Theorem 1.3, the following result follows.

Theorem 2.4. There exists do > 0 such that, for any d _>_ do, the attractor of (2.5) considered as a subset
J.

of the space of constant functions in X; is a global attractor for the problem (2.1),(2.2).

To prove that the constant M can be chosen independently of d _>_ do the standard proof that the
sernigroup associated to (2.1),(2.2) is bounded dissipative is repeated, keeping track of the constants involved.
For convinience, we only prove the case L = A. The general case can be easily reproduced from it.

Consider the Liapunov functional, E : X? -—r IR, defined by

E4025) = [n l g noun? + gar)? — mun] dz

where F(u): fouf s)ds and b > 0
From the dissipativeness condition it follows that F(s) 5 —% s2 + C; for all 5 6 IR and from the growth

condition that |F(s)l 5 r(l + cam”) for s 6 IR and some r > 0.

This implies that.
,

d 2 6 + b
QEde) Z-II'WIIL: +——- Ild>||u — Cgl- l

2k] ll¢l|2_g - Cglfll
Ad

and

Em s c (uénmm) s 0 (”tn”)
9



where C(-) : IR+ —~ IR+ is a continuous and increasing function.
Also, if u(t) is the solution of (2.1). (2.2) satisfying u(0) = no G X},

(1

5mm) = —||urut= — bduwut + b [n uftu)dr
6

s -bdn\7u<z. out: — b§ Halli: + 50; 1m 5 Jana”; i + beglfll-
d

The above inequalities imply the following result.

Lemma 2.5. There exists a constant M > 0, independent of d, such that for any d > 0 and bounded set B
1

in X; 3 to = to(d,B) such that for t 2 to, no G B

u(i,uo) E {u 6 X; :||u|lxi S M},

where u(t, no) is the solution of (2.1), (2.2) satisfying u(0, no).

This proves that. (2.1), (2.2) defines a global semigroup which is bounded dissipative. And since Ad
is a sectorial operator with compact. resolvent we have that the problem (2.1, (2.2) has a compact global
attractor Ad in X} which from the above estimates must satisfy

Ad c {u 6 x3 zuunxé 5 M].
4

Similar computations show the following result.

Corollary 2.6. Let Q C IR" be a smooth domain and a : 69 —» IR be a continuous function. Consider the
scalar parabolic partial differential equation

14, = Lu+ f(u), (2.1')
au
5 = 011, (2.2’)

where L is as before. Assume that f satisfies the dissipativeness condition (2.8) where 6 is strictly bigger
then the first eigenvalue ofL with boundary condition (2.2’). Then, the problem (2.1’), (2.2’) has a global
attractor in H1(Q).

The fractional power space X3 can be decomposed as

X5; =zezj. (2.9)

. - r _J
where Z is the subspace of constant functions 1D A3, 0 5 o 5 l. Ifu E A; and u = 11+ 113 1- e Z. w E 2le
then. T is given by

2

1: : IQI—l Au(1‘)d$ G [R (2.10)

and

uiz‘u—v, /ur(z)d:r:0. (2.11)
a

Let TdU) denote the analytic semigroup generated by Ad. Then,

Ile(1)wllz; S Ke'dMIlelzii 12 0

llealwllz; s Kt'ie‘mllwllzs, t > 0.

10



Suppose that u(t,-) is a solution of (2.1).(22) and decompose the equation according to (2.9); that is.

U(f.~) = W) + w(t,-), (2.12)

v(t) E Z, w(t,v) E Zf. Then,
2

dv

a =|Q[’1/nu,(t,:r)d:r = |Q|'1/n(dLu(t,z)+ f(u(t,:r)))d:r

=|Q|-’ /9f(v(1)+w(t.r))dr,

or
d
(Ti = Pttuw), (2.13)

with

P(v,w) = |Q|_1[1f(v + w)dz. (2.14)

The variable w satisfy
w, = de + Q(v, w)

}aw _ (2.15)a - 0)

Where

Q(v|w(-‘f)) = f(v + w(flf))-IQI"1/nf(v + W(y))dy

Let Qe : X? —> X be defined by

Q‘(v, w)(r) = Q(v,w(z)). (2.16)

The following results can be easily proved using the embeddings (2.6)d and the growth assumptions on
f, as in Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.7. The function QC : Z 69 Z; — X defined by (2.16) is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of
Z 69 Zi; that. is, given r > 0 (v,w) E Z 6 2121", there exists a constant LQ = Lq(r) such that

. LO
”Q (tuw)l|x S EHU’Hzi»

J

for l|(U,u’)llze,z;£L S T-

Lemma 2.8. HP is given by (2.14). the function 13 : Z 6 Zj _. IR defined by P(r,w) : P(1f. u') — f(1v) is
2

Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets on 62}; that is, given r > 0 (t‘,‘LL’) E 262}. there exists a constant
2 2

LP : Lp(r) such that
- LPPU. ' <—- ’ .L,n ( ,U)|lm_ (”tuna

for “wound; s r.
2

Remark 1. It has been shown (see Moser [1971]) that ff is a bounded operator from H1 into L2 for p < 2.
The proof of this result is very hard, therefore the contribution in this section is the simplicity of its proof

1]



Indeed, it has been shown (see Hale and Raugel [1992]) that the operator ]‘ is a bounded operator from H1
into W’" for s < 2, but their proofstrongly uses the results ofMoser [1971].

Remark 2. One also can consider systems of weakly coupled parabolic partial differential equations. Some
additional hypotheses are necessary to guarantee that the system is gradient and bounded dissipative. As-
sume that f :IRN ~ IR" is a Cl-function satisfying

Mt)limsup— 5 —6,

l‘ll“°° 2,‘

for 1 5 i _<_ N and for some 6 > 0. Assume that the Jacobian matrix off is symmetric; that is,

%_%
6x,- _ 61:5,

for l S i,j 5 N. Assume also that f satisfies the following growth condition

|f(U) - f(v)| S C(lu|2 + 10!2 +1)|u - v1,

for every u, v 6 IR” . Under these hypotheses, Theorem 2.4 holds for systems of weakly coupled parabolic
equations.

Examples.
Example 1. Consider the theory of superconductivity of liquids proposed in Abrahams and Tsuneto [1966].
For the case of small smooth domains and Neuman boundary conditions the proposed mathematical model
becomes

2 2in: dlAu+ (1 -— u —v )u,
v, = dgA’U + (1 -— u2 — v2)v.

Using Theorem 2.4, if d = max{d1,d2} is large enough, then the above system has a global attractor
which is the attractor for

u=(1—u2—v2)u
i;=(1—u2—v2)v

_

when considered as a subset of the constant functions in H1(Q). This ODE has the closed unit circle in
IR2 as attractor, (0,0) is an unstable equilibrium point and each point in the unit circumference is a stable
equilibrium point.

Example 2. The second example comes from mathematical ecology (see for example Conway and Smoller
[1977]). In a three dimensional smooth domain 9 consider the following system of parabolic partial differential
equations

at = oAu + f(u,v)u
v, = fiAv + g(u,v)v

with homogeneous Newman boundary condition, where it is assumed that f, g satisfy quadratic growth
condition, uf1,(u,v)= vgu(u,v), V(u,v) E IR2 and

limsupflum) s —6, hmsupgw) s —6,
|u|—-oo lu|—'oo

for some 6 > 0.
By Theorem 2.4, for values of o and E large enough, this system has a global attractor which consists

of the attractor for
'u = f(u,v)u
i; = g(u,v)v

when considered as a subset of the constant functions in H1(Q).

12



Remark 3. The results in Carvallio and Hale [1991] can also he considered as an application of the results
in Section 1. More specifically, under some conditions on the nonlinearity, one can obtain results similar to
the ones in this section, for reaction diffusion equations with dispersion, using Corollary 1.5.

3. Spectral Assumptions and Upper Semicontinuity.
Let Q be a bounded smooth domain in IR", n < 3 and d > 0. Let L, be a sy.mmetric strictly elliptic

second order differential opera_tor given by (2.3) where the coefficients ak,(:r, d)—- aik(:r, d) are real valued
continuously diflerentiable in Q, for each d.

Let X: L2(Q) and consider the self- adjoint operator
A, : D(Ad) C X —» X

defined by
@
31/

where e(:c,d) is real valued and continuous in BQ and % is defined by (2.4).
Let f be a positive integer and Q1,-~~,Q1 be disjoint open subdomains of Q satisfying Q C UleQj.

Assume that the Lebesgue measure of U§=,QJ~ /Q is zero. Denote by In) : Q —» IR the characteristic function
Of QJ‘.

Let Aj(d) be the j“ eigenvalue of Ad and ¢,~(d) be a corresponding normalized eigenfunction. Assume
that there are real numbers {1 5 _<_ 51 (without loss of generality, £1 = 0) such that

Aim—ii, lSJ'SIT,

Dun) = {¢ e M9): = e(:c,d>¢1, Am = —Ld¢ v is 6 Don),

as d —» co, and that for some n > 0,
/\z+1 Z lid-

Assume also that the corresponding eigenfunctions ¢1,~ - - ,¢, satisfy

l|¢j(d) — dillum) —' 0,

as d -—» 00, where each X,- is associated with a vector k,- 6 IR’ in the following way
I

x,- = ZkiXQv
i=l

From the requirements above and from ll¢j(dll|L2(n) E l, we clearly have that ”33”an = 1.

Consider the following parabolic partial differential equation

U1=Ldu+f(ul IEQ
au_ e,(:r d)u

zéaQ}
(9—11:

Due to technical difficulties that arise in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we assume that f : IR —. IR

globallv Lipschitz continuous. Then f‘: X5 — X defined by f‘(o’)(:c) = f(dz(:r)) x E Q, is globally Lipschitz
continuous and takes bounded sets of X? into bounded sets of X. This implies that for any no E X}, there
exists a unique solution u(1 no) of (3 1)1n some maximal interval [0,11), satisfying u(0.uo) = no. and either

11_ooor||u(tuo)||é —-oc asl—tl'.

(3.1)

Assume that the nonlinearity f satisfy the dtss1patn eness condition (2. 8) with —6 replaced by {1 — 6.

The a priori estimates necessary to guarantee that [H] is satisfied can be obtained as in the previous
2

section, by considering the Liapunov Functional, V : X; ——» IR, defined by

60 6¢ f)
l

v ——d:r +/ '?ds+/ ‘d —/ F d<¢=/z me .
0 we“

where F(u)= f0f( s).ds That15 the following results holds

13



Lemma 3.1. There esists a constant M > 0, independent ofu, such that for any V > 0 and bounded set B
in X} thereis a to-_ to(u B) such that, fort > to, uo E B

am) e {u e x} znuux; s M}.

where u(t, no) is the solution of (3.1) satisfying u(0, uo) = no.

Let u = (v1,...,v,) e 131.474 = (¢1(d),...,¢,(d)) and (pd . v _—_ Z§=1¢j(d)vj. Consider the following

decomposition of Xdi,

x} = w es w;é (3.2)

where
1

“I = span[¢l=”'a¢l]i Mid-L“; z {¢ e X; :(¢)¢d "17> = O; U E ml}7

(M’) = /n¢(r)t/i(r)dt

If u(t,:r) is a solution of (3.1) in X5, it can be written as

u(t,:t) = <I>d(z) - v(i) + w(t,z) (3.3)

where v(t) 6 IR‘ and w(t, -6)EM”).
Using the decomposition (3. 2) the equation (3.1) can be rewritten as

%= —diag(A1,---,Al)v+ / nods)-v+w<w>>diag<¢x<wv~eds/W
n

w, = Law + fore) -u + wan) -Mt) - /0mums) ' v + wa, y))dy, (3.4)

aw _ ‘

'6—V — ew.

From the hypotheses on the eigenvalues of Ad one expects that the component in does not play much
role in the asymptotic behavior of (3.1). Therefore,

1

151" -/\j(dl1’j+/ f<Zvi¢i(t/l> ¢j(y)dy= 15 j S l.
n i=1

From the assumptions on the eigenfunctions ¢j(d), one expects that

l l
T] ~ —Aj(d)17j+Zv/n f (217i fit“!(ld’j>( yldy ~ '_£jvj +qzl/ff<z kg“) kjdy

i=1i—l

~ —€m +ZIQq If (Zkfu) kj. 1951.

Therefore, the following limiting ordinary differential equation is associated to (3.1)

i‘j=—Ejvj+fj(v1,“wvt)e last, (3.5)

where

f,~(v1,-~~. )=ZIQ If (Eryn) kg, l§j 51. (3.6)
i=1

14



Under the previous assumptions of f, it is not hard to see that the system of ordinary differential
equations (3.8) has a global attractor A. For example one could consider the Liapunov function

‘%,1,..,,n)=22[1+¢,1v,2Z|Q|F(ZHT)
i:]

to prove the existence of such global attractor.

Next We verify that. hypothesis (1.3) of Theorem 1.3 is satisfied.
Let

PjIIRIGaWéL,g—*m, 1955
1

mm = fnf (Em-w) + m») «SJ-(yids; — fj(v)t 1515 r
5:1

and
Q‘:1R’@Wj|%—vIR, Q‘((v¢)( z)=Q(v 1M(r))

1

Q(v,w)=f(zvr¢.($l+¢(1)>—Z/f (grad), yly+¢( )) ¢j(y)dy¢j(1)-
i— 1

The following results can now be proved from the hypothesis on the nonlinearity f and on the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of Ad.

Lemma 3.2. For ||(v,w)||xé 5 r there exist LpJ(r,d), MpJ(r,d) such that
d

IIPj(v, HOME 5 LP,|lw||x§ + Mia-(Ml)
d

where ij(r, d), Mp1.(r, d) —» 0 as d—' 00.

Proof. For ||(v ,Xw)”‘3 < r

—Pj(v,u:)

=Z|Qi1k2lz|f(
vkki>k;-—/nf(2(v), ((t)¢ky)+u((t ,(y)>d>j (y)dy

=1

l
Ewe") k'— f<2(U): (Many )+ w((1 y)> «Mt/l} dy.(

/(§vkki) k; — f (§”“¢k(y)> kg] dy

+Zn/l [fzk: vk¢k((3,0) k;- —f <§Uk¢k(y)> ¢j(yl] dy

+2] [f (ilek¢k(y))¢j(y) -f<i”*“)¢’*(yML“(1 yl) ”(l/l] d
k:1

Let M = {SUP{aeR} lf’(s)l}. Then,

1

itkk'k— Zuni)“ y)
kzl

+0</|f1(y my(wt/+2] M|u(y)||¢j( y)|dy
l'=1

Ik} Idy

S M||w( ylllwn) + MP,(T,d)

15



From the hypotheses on the eigenvalues of Ad, it follows that

le(v,w)I s Mfl'ld‘lllufylllxg + Mp,(r.d)
d

and the lemma is proved.

Before we state the next result we need the following facts. Let K = (k],---,k1), k, = (k2,-~-,k,’)7,
l 5 i 5 l’ and M = diag(|Ql|, - - -

, |Q[|); then, from the orthogonality of the normalized eigenfunctions d),- it
follows that

l
I]n ¢j(z)¢t(r)dr — 52 f“, kfkfdrl =| [nWalt-(z) — mun + (qt-(z) — A3<ziiaa~<zildx|

S |l¢i - R'1||L=(n)+ ll¢j ° Alllum)

therefore,

5,-1 _—/ ¢,(z)¢,-( z)dz: fl Em Mfg
p=1

and 22:1 IQ}, Ikpkp—_ 6,7. With this information we have KTMK= J’MKK:r = I, and

l 1

Z|Q,-|Ek;,k;, = 1. (3.7)
j=1 p=1

Defining A’(z) :=EJ_=k}-1fn y)’_,~(dyA) we have, from (3.7), that k'(:1:) E 1.

We are now in position to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. For ||(v,w)||X§ S r there exist Lq(r,d), Mq(r) such that
d

IIQ‘(v,w)llu<n) S LQ(’»dlllwllX§ + Mo“)
4

where Lq(r,d) __. 0 as d —> 00.

Proof. Let v = (v1,~--,v4), d) = (¢1,"',¢z) and denote v - d) := Zi=1"k°k~ Then,

l
mu, w) = f(v - ¢<z> + w(=)) — Z /n f(v - ¢<y> + w(y))01(y)dy¢j(z)

1:1
1

/ f(v m) + w(z))XJ-(y)dy33(r)
1:1 n

l
— 2 f f(-¢(y) + wtyiwyidyom)
j=1 “7

l
= Z/fllfiv-WH um) — f(r~¢(y)+ um" my )dyclfl )

—f(v r))+w(rDi [Leflyflyéflrl- fnf‘flyldykflrll
j=l

From these computations, it is easy to see that, for ||(v,w)llx,5 5 r, there exist constants L(r), MQ(r)
d

such that
llQ(v wlllum) <L(()llwllum) +MQ(TT)-

16



By the hypothesis on the eigenvalues of Ad, it follows that

llQ'tv.u’)|lL=(n) s Ltriu-éd-tuwnxt + Matr)
I

and the lemma is proved.

From Theorem 1.4 the following result holds.

Theorem 3.4. There exists a do > 0 such that, for d 2 do, the problem (3.1), has a global attractor Ad.
Furthermore, the family of attractors {Am d 2 do] is upper-semicontinuous at. infinity, where A“, z: A.

From Corollary 1.5 and the remarks following it we obtain the result.

Theorem 3.5. There exists an exponentially attracting local invariant manifold 54 given by the graph of
ad : IR’ —+ X; such that the attractor Ad is contained in 54. The flow in 54 is given by (v(t),w(t)) :
(v(i),ad(v(t))), where v(t) is the solution of

f1(1’)
i) = —diag()t1,---,/\1)v+ +Pd(v,¢7d(v)), (3,8)

ft(v)

where Pd(v,w) = (P1(v,w),~~,P¢(v,w))7. If f is smooth and the flow defined by (3.5) is structurally
stable, for (1 large enough, the flow defined by (38) is structurally stable they are topologically equivalent;
in addition, the family of attractors {Ad, d 2 do} is continuous at infinity.

4. Applications to the Results of Carvalho and Pereira [1991]

It happens in some applications that the diffusion coefficient is large in part of the region and be-
comes small in another part of the region. In this section we consider a class of diffusion coefficients
a E C1([0,1],IR+) that are large except. in a neighborhood of a finite number of points where they become
small. This problem has been studied previously by Fusco [1987] and Carvalho and Pereira [1991]. We
obtain that the global asymptotic dynamics is described by an ordinary differential equation that as in 1.3
can be given explicitly.

In what follows we describe, more precisely, the diffusion coefficients a.
Let N" C IR" be defined by

N” = {Ez (el,-~-,en)E]R" :e,~ >0. 1 5 i511},

with the partial ordering defined by E's fiff e, 5 fi, 1 5 i 5 n and let A?“ C IR"+1 be the set defined by

N5“ = {é'z (el,~~,en+1) E IR”+1 :0 : e1< 62 < we" < cn+1 : 1}.

For 5 E A’”, E E A?“ and continuous increasing functions .a—’ : [0.00) —-' Am“. we say that af
function a : [0,1] x (0,3c) —— (0,oc) is a Cfl,(e',1~’,a—’.:F,u) function if. for each V, a(-,V) E C1[0,l] and the
following is satisfied

51" , .a(z,u)2—, for z,+u1§§z§r,+1—u1,+l 151571
l/

dry) 2 ring, for z,- — l/l’l- 5 :r S x, + ill:- 15 i 5 71+] (4'1)

a(z,v)§ua,, for z,—u1,§:r_<_z,'+u1, 1§i§n+1
where 5 = a’(0), f: 1'(0), 07 = Gil/l and i? = ”(V)-



Consider the scalar parabolic problem

u,=(au,),+f(u), 0<r<1, t>0 (4.2)
pu—(l—p)au,=0, 1:0, t>0 (4.3)
au+(l-—a)au,=0, 1:1, t>0 (4.4)

where 0 5 11,0 5 ].

Next we describe some of the results of Carvalho and Pereira [1991] that will be used in this paper.

First we consider the eigenvalue problem for the operator

AV : D(A,,) c L2(0, 1) ~ L2(O,l)

defined by

D(AV) = {u e H2(0, 1) :pu(0) — (l — p)a(0,u)u,(0) = ou(l)+(1— o)a(],u)u,(1) = O},
Ayu = (a(x,u)u,),, u E D(A,,),

where 0 5 p, a 5 1, a E C,1,(€,I-',a—’,E,V).

Let B be the tridiagonal symmetric matrix

m; r] 0 0 0 0 0

T1 m2 7‘2 0 0 0 0
0 T2 m3 T3 0 0 0
0 0 r3 m4 r4 0 0

B = z 5

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 711—3 mn-2 7"n—2 0
0 0 0 0 711-2 mn—l 7‘n—]

0 0 0 0 0 rn_1 mn

where
m _ alp + 2 m _ a_n + 0714.10
1— p11+a1(1—p) 212’ n _ 21n aln+1+an+1(l—a)’

Gk 0i+1= — —— k = 2 — l.mk
21k 21k+13

r )n .

—0k+i
_—:————. k=l,---, —l.Tk

21k.“
71

If .M is the matrix .M : diag(L1.--~,Ln).L;= 1.4.1— I, .
1 5 1" 5 n, consider the inner product

(y-2>M = (My-f)

where (-. ) stands for the usual inner product in IR”.
Consider the matrix A := Aft—IE. Since A is a tridiagonal matrix with non—zero product of the off-

diagonal entries, it has n distinct eigenvalues . In addition‘ its eigenvectors have the Sturm property; that
is. the first eigenvector can be chosen with all components positive, the second has one change of sign in the
components, the third has two changes of sign and so forth (see Gantmacher [1959]).

With this notation we can state the following result.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose the above hypotheses are satisfied. Let fl be the matrix defined above, u] < pg <
< [in the sequence ofits eigemalues, 21,2” - -,z,, the corresponding sequence of eigenvectors. Writing
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‘¢= (2i1,"'.:.nl we have:

A} = I” + o(])‘

Ari-+125,

Zia-+0“), IElIi+VImIi+1—Vli+lla i: I’M,"
¢k(-‘fl =

o(1), are [0,1].

where (Aha) is the Ir'h eigenpair ofAy , 15 k 5 n.

The next lemma will play an important role in avoiding the technicalities that cause us to assume strong
growth hypothesis on the nonlinearity in 1.3.

Lemma 4.2. If(p,a) ¢ (0,0), there exists a constant E independent ofu such that

<A¢.¢) z EII¢IIZO

for every 4) E Xi. If(p,a) = (0,0); then, for every d) E Xi such that d: .1.1 we have

<A¢,¢> z Elms”;

Next we use Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 1.3 to obtain the results of Carvalho and Pereira [1991].

Assume that the function f is locally Lipschitz continuous and that it satisfies the dissipativeness
condition (2.8).

Lemma 4.3. The function f6 : Xé — L2(Q) defined by fe(¢)(1') = f(¢(z)), is Lipschitz continuous in

bounded sets of X3.

Consider the Liapunov Functional l" : X} —~ IR defined by

1
0’

l 1

V(¢)=§UO a(s)¢z(s)?ds+m¢(1)2+l—f;¢(0>2+ fo ¢(s)2ds]—/o wows
where F(u) = ft)" f(s)ds. Proceeding as in Section 3, we can prove the following result:

Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant M > 0, independent ofu, such that for any u > 0 and bounded set B
A

in X3 there is a 10 :10(V‘B) such that. fort 210, uo E B

u(t,uo) e {u e X5 znu||xé 5 M}.

where u(1, no) is the solution of (4.2), (413). (4.4) satisfying u(0, 110) = 110.

Let AV. fl and AA be as before. and denote by pl < pg < < pm the sequence of eigenvalues of fl,
by z1,z-_>. « ~ - ,:n the corresponding sequence of eigenvectors, normalized with respect to the inner product
(ilM

Writing :; := (:;1.- - aim) we have, by Theorem 4.1,

/\k = 11k + 0(1)

zh+o(1), I€[2r+V15,-Ts+1—V1r+il, 151'5 n
m = i

O(1), z 610,11
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where (Ahdik) is the km eigenpair ofA,, l 5 k 5 11.

Let A3 denote the fractional powers of Au and X3 the associated fractional power spaces. Let

W : span[d>],- ~ -,¢,,], W: ={1/'E X° : (65,11): 0, Vd) E W}.
A

Then if u G Xi? it can be decomposed as
n

u = E Ui¢i + w
6:1

where
1

v,~=/ u(:r)¢,~(:r)dz, 195m
0

n

w: U — Evidfi.
i:]

This decomposition of the space induces a decomposition in the equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) as follows.
Suppose u(t,:r.) is a solution of (4.2), (4.3), (4.4); then,

u(t,:t) = Emma-(z) + w(i,:r)
i=l

and
(i): —z\.~v,- + P;(L71,---,v,,,u>), 15 i 5 n

:(0 alt)!“ +Q(vli“'ivniw)
pr()— (1 — p)awz(0) = 0

aw(1) + (1 — a)aw,(l) = 0

where
1 n

P.-(v:,--~.vn,¢)=/o f (va¢f(y)+¢(y)> ¢s(y)dy, 19's n
i— 1

Q(v1,. . umu” )=(1) f(z=:vi (Mr +1141)

‘Zfif (g; ”Ml yl+ Myl) ¢i(y)dy ¢r(z).

With this information it is possible to guess that the ordinary differential equation that determines the
asymptotic behavior is,

M1) = -#1 v1“) + Zl-THI - Ii]f(1'1(i)21r + v2(i))22, ++ vn(f)2ni)-“1r,
i=1

132“) = '_IJ'.’ 170) + Elli“ — Is]f(1’i(f)31i+ 1’2(1))521+“'+ Fn(1)~’m)22n
1:1 (4.5)

an“) = —-p,, on“) + Z[z,-+1— x;]f(v1(i)z1i + vg(t))z2,' + -~~+ vn(t):m»)z,,,~.

It is not hard to see (using the dissipativeness condition 2.8) that the system of ordinary differential
equations (4.5) has a global attractor A. For example one could consider the Liapunov function

v(v1,...1vfl) = $2“ + Milk? - Eta) — $j-1)F (Z vilij)
i=li=1 j=l
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to prove the existence of such global attractor.
Define Q‘ : X} -~ L2(Q) by Q‘(v,w)(:r) : Q(v, w(r)) and 13, Oil —- IR by Pj(v,t1‘) = R,(u,ut)-fj(1-),

1 5 j S 71. To apply Theorem 1.4 the following lermnas are needed.

The following results can be proved in the same way as in Section 1.3

Lemma 4.5. For ||(v,w)||xé 5 r there exist Lp,(r,u), Mp,(r,u) such that

IIEtv,u')l|n s Lp,||w||xt + Mp,(r.u)

where LPJ(T,II), MPJ(T,V) —g 0 as V —v 0.

Lemma 4.6. For ||(v,w)||x§ 5 r there exist Lq(r,u), Mq(r) such that

||Q(v,W)|lL=(n) S LQ(f,V)l|w|lxg + MOO")

where LQ(r,V) —> 0 as V —* 0.

From Theorem 1.3 the following result holds.

Theorem 4.7. There exists a V0 > 0 such that the problem (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) has a global attractor A”.
Furthermore, the family of attractors {Ah 0 5 V 5 V0} is upper—semicontinuous at zero, where A0 :: A.

From Corollary 1.4 and following remarks, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.8. There exists an exponentially attracting local invariant manifold St given by the graph of
en, : IR" —» Xé such that the attractor A” is contained in S,. The flow in St is given by (v(t),w(t)) =
(v(t),a,,(v(t))), where v(t) is the solution of

i) = —-diag(/\1,-~,).,,)v+P(t=,a,,(v)), (4.6)

where P(v,w) = (P1(v,w),---,Pn(v,w))T. If f is smooth and the flow defined by (4.8) is structurally
stable, {or V small enough, the flow defined by (4.6) is structurally stable they are topologically equivalent;
in addition, the family of attractors {A.,, 0 S u S 1/0} is continuous at zero.

Nerd we introduce a first extension of the results of Carvalho and Pereira [1991] to a two dimensional
domain. To present the problem, we start with the simplest nontrivial example, leaving the more general
cases for II and III . Let Q = (0,1) x (0,1) and consider the parabolic problem

U1=(a(1')url:r + (b(yluy)y + f(U)- (Try) 6 9 ’> 0 (47)

25 : 0, (at,y) E 39. t> 0. (4-8)

where a G C§(e—5,l;',a-’,E,u) and b E C§(e—l’,1b',b—’,§,u)

We expect that the solutions of this problem converge to a constant on each of the rectangles Raj- —

(zi,z,~+1)x(yj,yj+1), i,j=1,2. We prove that this is indeed the case.
Using Theorem 4.1 we can prove the following theorem

Theorem 4.9. Let A be the operator

A: DtA)C mg) — MO)
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defined by

D(A )={u€H (n);Z—:—=o in an},

A" = —(a(:r)u,), — (b(y)uy)y'

Denote by A” = A? + A',’, A12 = Ag +/\", A2] = A? + A3. An = A; + A2, A5, A6, the sequence of
eigenvalues off! and ¢n = ¢?¢§’, dun = 4445], M = «75W? ¢zz = $245}. 455, the, a corresponding

. 1 a

— 1

sequence of normalized eigenfunctions Then A11 — 0 A12 — {firm—m, A221 —~ and A22 —-31 1

21; y (1—319)

21.91;m+21;m as V —~ 0 Also, there exists u > 0 such that, A5_> 11 Furthermore, we can choose
¢11 = 1 and ¢12,¢21.¢22 10 5811513’

1:2“ +o(l), (z y) 6 [x1 ”13:2 —V1°]>< [01]

¢12(r,y)= 0(1), (1,11) € IO, 1] x [0,1]

— If?” +o(1), (z,y)€[12+vlg,23-ul§]x [0,1],

1—112 b b

y?
+0(1), (1,106 [0,1] x [y] +v11,y2 —v12]

¢21(z,y) = 0(1), (ay) 6 IO, 1] x [0, 1]

If; + o(1), (1,31) 6 [0,1] x [yz + uzg,y3 — 1/13]

and
1— l—

«Jug—”+003,
(1,306 R11

1—1:

—O(\/;——2,/1—y——_2y2m
(awe Ru

¢zz(r,y) = l (1,11) € [0‘ 1]?

,/1"y2+o(1). (r.y)€ R21
—-’l'2 1/2

”1—212 fizz-{FOUL (Izy) E R22

where R2} = [3,- + qu,:c,-+] — V13+1]><[y,~+ u1§,yj+1— u1f+1].i,j =1,2.
With this information we proceed to guess the ordinary differential equation that carries the asymptotic

behavior.
Let A° denote the fractional power ofA and X22 denote D(A°) endowed with the graph norm,
Consider the following decomposition of X". o 2 %,. Let W : span[¢n‘¢12,¢my¢22] and w: its

orthogonal complement in X°. Then if u e X° it can be written as

U = vii + 1112012 + 1’21021 "r 1722022 + 111 (4-9)

where
1:11 z/“(Iiy)dzdyr

Q

1112: Lu(1,y)¢>iz(I-y)d2dy= Au<ny>os<z>o§<y><nmdrdy,

v2] = Au(1,y)¢zi(r,y)d1dy= Au(z,y)¢;<z)¢z(y)<z,y>dzdy,

022: [n u(r,y)¢zz(z:y)drdy= / u(r,y)¢3(r)0’§(y)(r,y)drdy,
n

w = u - vii — v12¢12 — 1’21‘1‘321— v22¢22~
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This decomposition ofthe space induces a decomposition in the equations (4.7). (4.8) as follows. Suppose
u(1,:r) is a solution of (4.7), (4.8); then.

"(fl-7.11): UH“) + 1’12(1)¢l2(riy) + 1,2](1)d>21(ar,y) + 1'22(1)022(T.y) + U’Uu-‘fyyl

and

1311=/UiUu-‘Eugldidfl-t/flUUu-‘iifllldidflu
n n

1312 =/Ui(175,gl¢12(iuflld5dfl= -/\121’12+fnfluliu5,17))012(5=37)did171
n

1’21=/ uu<t,u=,u>¢m(u,u)didu= 4mm fnfluu,auiiuzflauididu,
fl

um: [a udtfiuiuufliuididu: —Auuuuu+ / f(u(i,i,z7))ozz(iuz7)didifl

uu=<uuziu+wwn (u)—/ f(u(z undzdu— /<flu y))mm(x y)d5rdy¢1z

—
fa”flu (is, mums» yidudu 4’21 — / flu<u yll¢22 u yidudy ¢22

99 = 0, (z,y) e 69.
an

Proceeding as in the previous section we conclude that the limiting equation should be

1311: f1i(U11,012,U21,1’22)

i212=—fa v12+f12(v11,1'12,1’2iuv22l
(410)

v2; = —£b v2] +f21(v11 v12J’21 v2 2)
i

022—_ — 5 1:22 + f22(vnu1’12 021,022)

where

f]l(v111 1112, v21v022) 1=Izyzf(1’n + 1’12A'f + vzlA'i> + 1’22A'fA'1b)

+ $2“ - y2)f(v11+ vaf + 1’21(—A'§) + t‘zzA’°(—A"§))

+(1—12)y2f(v11+v12(——A°2')+v21A2+122(— K§)Kf )

+ (1 - 22l(1— y2)f(v1] + v12(—A’§)+ v21(—A§)+ vzaAgA'g)

f12(v1i,1’12,l’21-,1’22) 1=A'f12y2f(1’11 + 1’12K10'l‘ vziA'zi + 1’22A'fA'f)

+ Kf-TQU — yzlfll’ii + 1/‘12Ai1 +1f21(—A';il+ 1’22A'iz(—Ki)l

+(—1\g)( 1 — 12ly2f(1'11+ 1'12(—A'g°) + 1'21A'g+ llgg(—K§)Kf)

+ (—1§)(1 — T'zll 1‘ y:lf(11+ 1’12(—A-§l+ Uni—Kg) + l'QQA-fiA'glu

f21(v11u1’123v21-1’22) 1=A122312fll 11 + 1'12A1+ l‘ziAi + l’zzA'i‘A'f)

K-fiwu(1— y:Mm + 14qu + 1>31(—K.f,‘)+ u-ngfi—A'g’n
++(]\1(1‘

zzlyzffi’n + Ul?(_1\"g) + vag -i— 1:22(—fi'“)Kf
+ (—A’§)(1 - mu — y2)f(v11+v12(—Af’ )+ vo1( Agi+ mix?A)

f22(1711,v12uv21,1’22 3=KizKi$2y2flP11 + 012K“ + 011A,» + v 22A? Ab1)

+ K“(—h’3)rz((1— y2)f(vu + v1:K" + v21(——K£) + vngf(—K§))

+ (“A2 lKill — 12)y2f(v11+ 012(—A2 ) + vlefi + v22(—K§)K,b

+ KilK'iU — 12)(1— y2)f(v11 +1‘12(—A'§)+ v21(—K§)+ vggh’gKgn,
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w1thh1°= Meg/1m; = w/,—:2,—7.A.3= ,/’—y§i.h'§= 7115.11“ = figmf = fibril“, and

: {a + Eb.

In what follows we introduce a change of variables that simplify significantly the above equations and
arises naturally.

In the equations derived by Fusco [1987] the variables are the average on each of the intervals, we adopt
a similar approach by taking the average on each rectangle; that is,

1 f? V:

211(f)=22y/ / u(i,:t,y)drdy,
2 0 o

1 r; l

22(t)=———/ /ut,:t, drd,1

1720-312) 0 y;( y) y

()
1

1 w
z i=————~ utz, dzd,2] (l-Izlyz ./:,/o ( y) y

l l l

2220) —m L2 v/y: u(i,:t,y)d:rdy,

whereas the variables in (4.10) are

1111= |R11|211+|R12|212 +leil221+|R22l222,

viz = KfIRn|211+ KflRiz|512 — Kflfi'mlzzi — h'flezlzzz.

v7.1 = Ki’lR-nlzn - KllRulzlz + Kileilzzi — KglR22l222v

1’22 = K11|R11IZ11 — K12|Rn|212 — K21|Rzi|221+ K22|Rzzl222-

where Ki,- = Kfo and |R,j|= (1,41— zi)(yj+1— yj), for i,j : 1,2.
Or in matrix notation

”11 211
1112 212: B ,
1’21 221

v22 222

where B = AM with
1 1 l l

a; -A'g Kf’ -A‘£;

K1] —]\"12 —K"1 K2?

and M = diag(|Rnl, lRli’l- |R21l~ |R22ll-
Note that ATA = A4”. Therefore, B“l : AT and

211 1’11

212 2 AT 1/12

221 1’21

222 v2?
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\'\'it.l1 these results we obtain

5” {in 0 0 0 0 1‘11

512 T t312 T 0 ‘E" 0 0 1’12
_ = A . = A T
221 1'21 0 0 -5b 0 1’21

+ A AM
522 We 0 0 0 —£ 1122

0 0 0 0 211 film)
0 _50 0 0 z - f(z )

= AT AM “ + ATAM 12
O 0 —€b 0 221 f(221)
0 0 0 —£ 222 flzzzl

~11 f(-'11)

= _
- 212 f(:12)

221 f(~“21l
222 Hex»)

where
a 1 b 1 b 1 1- aair, + 755m “555; “5123“; 0

b b
‘ETEW-ly; fizla'l'ifgl—lv: 0 _2£’2§rlz

A =
_ 1 1 b 1 b 17h 0 7? 1-x, + its Win

__1 1 b l a b

_

O “201; l—:; ‘5fg1-y; 712; l-lrz + 755

and the above equations become

_ a? l
,.

by 1

~11—
213 12( 11 41) 215112011 ~12l + f(~11)

_ (12 l
..

b2 1
~—12 — 2131—2“? 222)

2131 _y2(/-12—e11)+f(212)
02 1 by 1

21 -E1_12(221 11)"’2Tg";(221 -222)+f(221)

an l 192 l

f(211)
flzn)
f(221)
f(22:e)

(4.11)

From the expression of 5“, {t and from the fact that Ag — 5“. Ag — {b we observe that if 12 and 3/3 are
close to zero or close to one, then there is a large gap between A]; and the remaining eigenvalues, hence it
is expected that ugh). 11-310). and 11330) will not play an important role in the asymptotic behavior and in
that case the limiting equation should simply be

1311“) = f(U11(i))-

This is in agreement with Hale [1985] where he considers the diffusion coefficient to be large everywhere.
The next step is to prove that the equations derived indeed carry the asymptotic behavior of the

parabolic problem (4.7), (4.8).
We start by proving that under suitable conditions on the nonlinearity f the problem (4.7), (4.8) has

a compact global attractor A, that lies in an invariant manifold which is a graph over W, furthermore we
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prove that this invariant manifold is close to W and W is close in some sense (see Theorem 4.5) to the space
of functions

E = {4.11211 + 332212 + 3'213214' 3312522 5(511»512~521‘122)E IR4}.

where Xi]- = Alf-Junl’dvpviul' i,j=l,2 denotes the characteristic function of the rectangle [r,~,.t,+,] x
[yJ-,yj+1]. The space E is isomorphic to IR".

We are interested in nonlinearities f for which the problem (4.7), (4.8) has a global attractor. Assume
that f satisfies the dissipativeness condition (2.8) and, for simplicity. that f is globally Lipschitzian.

Some apriori estimates can be obtained to guarantee that [H] is satisfied by considering the Liapunov
Functional, V : Xé —-» IR, defined by

t%¢)= é/[qu¢,so2+bo¢¢sn +¢M512ladt—/}7MM51)®dt

where F(u) = fou f(s)ds.
Remark. We prove, at the end of this section, that the attractor A” is bounded in L°°(Q), uniformly in
v. This enable us to cut the nonlinearity without affecting the flow in the attractor, allowing us to assume

‘

that the nonlinearity is globally Lipschitzian.

_
Also, the equations (4.10) have a global attractor A; that is, the equations (4.11) have a global attractor

A. To see that equations (4.10) have a global attractor we recall condition (2.8) and introduce the following
Liapunov function

Mls—aV(v11,v12,v21,v22) =
2

§:[1+W —§:WMF z:%meu’
k,=ll i,j=l

where K(ij)(kl) = limu~0 ¢ij(-'€,y) for (Try) 6 RkIai:jakyl=1,2 and 511 = 0,512 = 5°, 521 = Eb, 522 = {-
Consider the decomposition of (4.7),(4.8), given by (4.9), which we rewrite as

1311: P11(vii,v12,v2i,v22,w),

012 = — Aizviz + P12(viisvizavmavzmul-
.

'

(4-12)
021 = - A21v2] + Pzifvii,t‘12,v21,v22,u’)-
1322 = — Azzvzz + P220)“,v12,v21,v22,u'),

w, = (a Mr): + (17 U’yly + Q(1’11ivizrl’mtl’zz-w).
, 4.13Buzo. (awean

( )

55

where

2

Pkrim,umvmmzwo=ff Z mute fir-ruff in one indrdy k.1=1,2
n i,j—l

and
2 2

Q(v“,v12,v21,v22,w) = f 2 vij¢ij + w — Z Pki(1’1i,1?12,v21J’zzsu') m1.
i,j=1 k,l:1

We are now in position to state the theorem that prove our claims.
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Theorem 4.10. Suppose that (4 10) has a compact attractor A. Then then exists V0 > 0 and a Lipschitz
continuous function av: IR4 —- H l for 1/ < yo, such that m. (1) —- 0 un1form1'l1 for 1 z: (11, 1“ rum-p) em4 and the set

2

My = {U = Z vij¢ij + 011001 l" E My}

l',j:1

is an exponent1ally attractive invariant manifold for (4 7) (4.8). Furthermore the flow in My is given b1
u(t,:c,y)= Z”; 1v,~,(t)<l>.-_,-(:1:, y) + ay(v(t ))(.r y) where 11(t) is the solution of

i111= PM” (Ti/("ll
1312 = - A12v12 + P120 10./(Pl),
1321 = — A21v21+ P21(1’10u(1’))1

(4.14)

1322 = — 152022 + P2141" 0.1(vl),

The attractor A, must lie 1n My and the family of attractors

{A111 0 S V 5 V0}

. . . . 4
1s upper-sem1contmuous at zero in IR .

Corollary 4.11. Suppose fis smooth. Then for V small the equations (4.14) have a compact attractor A
and Emu-0A” C A If the flow defined bv (4.10) is structurallt stable on A; then, l1m.,_.oA,,—— A the flow
defined by (4.14)is structurally stable on A in U and they are equhalent.

We now prove that the attractors A” are uniformly bounded in L°‘(Q). We start with the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.12. Suppose 41 E CZ(Q) and that gs = 0 in 39. Then, there exists (5,17) E Q such that

|¢(£,f1)12|¢(z,y)|. (my) 6 52.

V¢(€J7) = 0,

¢(€.71)¢u(£.n) S 0,

¢(£1’l)¢yy(£1n) S 0-

Proof. Let. (5,71) E Q be a point where the maximum of (¢| is attained.
Assume that (f, 17) E BQ. There are several different possibilities, we assume that 5 = 0, r) 6 [0,1], all

the others are similar. For this case firstly consider the case 5 = 0. r) E (0.1). and define

1l’(y)= 440.11);

then, if 1&(17) 2 0 we have that r; is a point of maximum for 1," and t""(17) 5 0. Therefore.

cut-17) = 0. ¢(£.T1)Oyy(E-n) S 0

Also as,“ 17)—-‘ 0 from the htpothesis that %E—— 0 in 69 and o,,(§.17)_< 0 since for the maximum to be
attained the concavity must be non- posithe. A similar analysis apply for the case ¢>( n) < 0.

Secondl) consider the case (15 n): (0 , 0): then, from the fact that 39 —_0 we obtain that ¢:(0.0) :fin
(by (0,0) = 0 and for ¢(0, 0) 2 O the concavity of

w(y)= d>(0y y€[0 1]

and
11211) = ¢(x.0). z e [0.1]
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must be non-positive, since (0,0) is a point of maximum. Similarly for ¢(0,0) 5 0.

The case (£,r;) = (0.1) follows in a similar way.
Finally assume that (6,71) E Q. The result follows from the fact that if ¢>(£.r;) 2 0 it must be a maximum

and if d>(£,17) < 0 it must be a minimum.

Theorem 4.13. There is a numberf > 0 such that, for 0 < u < U“, u E A, satisfies

IIUIImm < 5-

Proof. Let f be such that
f(€)€ < 0

for |E| 2 5. Then, if u(t,m,y) is a solution of (1.4), (1.5) with initial data in X° we have

8
511120433!) =2la(1)uzr(ix I, y) + b(y)uw(t,z,y) + f(u(1x Ivy)” “(trill/l +

(4.15)
2[a’(z)u,(t, x, y) + b'(y)uy(t, :,y)] u(t,z, y).

Thus, if u is an equilibrium, max|u(:r,y)| 2 E; then, {1,112 = 0 and the right hand side of (4.15) is strictly
negative, at the point where maxlul is attained, by Lemma 4.12. This is a contradiction and the lemma is

proved for the case when u is an equilibrium point.
If u is not. an equilibrium point; then, if for some t 6 IR, max|u(i, z,y)| 2 E, from (4.15) we have that

"(736,17) 25 for T S 1;

therefore, since u(T,:r, y) approach an equilibrium point 1] we have that Hancom) 2 E, which is a contradiction
and the lemma is proved.

We now make the cut in the nonlinearity in such a way not to affect. the flow in the attractors Au,
0 5 V S V0. Also we choose the cut in such a way as_to preserve the dissipativeness and not to affect the
attractor for the ODE. Then there exists an attractor A” for the parabolic problem with the new nonlinearity.
Since the flow is not affected in the attractor A”, we have that A” C fiy. With this we obtain that there
exists a constant M independent of V such that for any V 6 [0,110], such that

llullxg S M,

for every 11 6 AV.
. . . . l t t . . .We can now cut the nonlinearity f 11] A 2 and make it uniformly Lipschitz wrthout affecting the flow in

a neighborhood of the attractor. Also, the cut can be made smooth and the equivalence between the flows
is established.

11. A SELECTED APPLICATION IN [0,1]x[o.1]

§1. An eigenvalue problem.
Let Q : (0,1) x (0,1). We want to study the eigenvalue problem for the operator

A : D(A) c m9) — m9)
defined by

D(A) = {u 6 mm) : g z 0 in an}.

A“ = “(fluxlr + (bill/lay”: u E D(-4)~

where a E 0,1,(67’, I; ,
a—’, 5, V), b E Cfln(e_l’,lg',b-’, y,u) (see 1.4 and specially formula 4.1). More specifically we

want to study the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A as the parameter u tends to zero. We
start with a lemma.
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Remark. The eigenvalues A“ are sum of eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions d)“ are product of eignefunr-
tions, for the corresponding scalar problems; that is, A“ : A: + A? and ¢k,(:r,y) = d>2(r)d>,b(y)

Lemma 1.1. Consider the unbounded linear operator A defined above. Let A”,- ~~,A1m, A2] ,
- - -

, Azm,~~-,
An], - - -

, Anm,/\nm+1,)\nm+2.~ -- be the sequence of its eigenvalues and ¢1,,- - -,¢1m,d>21,- - -,¢2m,- .- ”is“,
~ - ~ ,¢nm,¢nm+1,¢nm+2, - ~ ~ 8 corresponding sequence of normalized eigenfunctions. Then,

A]lv"'s’\]m»A2li"'i/\2m"",’\n1v"'u’\nm

remain bounded and there exists ( > 0 such that Am,“ 2 i , for all k 2 1, as l/ —~ 0. Furthermore the
eigenfunctions d)“ , k = 1, - . -.n l: 1, ~ ' -,m satisfy:

¢H(z|‘+l/If,yj+l/lf)+0(l), (Iiy)ERi‘3i lsi<n115j<m
¢u(2,y)=

00), (140652,

where R; = (zg_1+ Vig_,,z,~ - 1,13) x (yJ-_] + 1,154.31) — my).

To proceed we need to introduce some notation. Let R“ = (zhhzk) x (y1_1,_y1) and R{, = (11:4 +
”12-1,“ -—ul§)x(y1_1+Vlf'_1,y1—ull’), Let 111“ be a continuous function defined in Q such that diki(:r,y) = 0
for (z,y) ¢ RH, tliu(z,y) = l for (say) 6 RL, linear elsewhere and satisfying the boundary condition.
Let- K}, = lirnu—o¢§(y) for y E (yr—1,111), Kj‘k = limy_.o¢f‘(2) for I E (It-1,20, L? = (xi — rs-i),
L; = (yr — 311-1) and K5 = Ks K},- -

We define Q : IRm" —» IR+ by

n m-] m 71-1
A b r” ’.. 2 a- _. . ’.. 2mm}: L? z 271, ALP—Kill + 2: L? E —2,; AzrlJ—Azi

i=1 j=1 J j:] i:] '

where(Kk1)gj : KE,1§ is n,15 j 5 m.
We will show that the eigenvalue problem for A is related to the minima on in the ellipsoid (y, y)M : 1,

“lhere M = diag<|R11L ' ' ' alleli |R21l1. ' '
i lemlr ' ' '

a anl li ' ' '
v anml) and (y: y>M = (Ml/all), “lith (R >

being the standard inner product in mm” . We want to study this relation in more detail.
It is desirable to find the symmetric matrix associated to the quadratic form Q. Consider the matrix,

'7‘(11)(11i Tuliumi 7‘(11)<21i r(11)('.1m] rt11)(nl) 7'(11)(nm)'

Ttlmimi Tumult") rtlmimi rtlmN'Zm) rtlmHnl) rtlm)(nmi
T(21)(iii 712mm) T(21)(21) Tt21)(2m) T‘iziiinii T(21)(nm)

B =
fumitni r(2m)(1m) Tammi) rtzmxm) ’”(2m)(n1) rumimm)

T(ni)(11) 7‘(n1)(im) rtn1)('.!]) rtn1)(2ml r(n])(nl) r(n1)(nm)

”(nmimi r(nm)f1m) r(nm)(21) Tinmmm) T<nm)(n1) rtnmxnmi-
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where,

r(,,,(._1j)=—Lf $5]. 299,195";
rtiJ)(ij-l) = ”1475115: 1< ' <"' 25] <7"

T(ij)(ij)=Lf<(1 61:52:22“) 6myl2b—é)+

L5<<1—6.J)2";§1“hang—é), 199,199:
T(tj)(i;+i)='Lf5b#» ISiS'MISJ'Sm—l

T(ij)(i+1j)="L§20_éJJ ISiSW-IJISJSm
ram“) = 0, otherwise.

One can easily see that B is symmetric with respect to the usual inner product (-, ) in Ian.
We now proceed to prove that B is the matrix associated with the quadratic form Q. Consider the

following vector in IBM“, K = (K11,-~~,K1m. K21,---, sz.---,K,,J,~--,Knm)T. Then,

(BKJC) = (( qumwh'kl) (he'll ZZZ rum“) K“ Kw
k =l 1:1 =1J=lk=11=l

-
" i(—L“)£A -A + zfiL?) - A A_ j 214; "11 ‘J ”Dy—11,1] Aij— 1 ij +
€=2j=1 I—1 ,-_1,_2
n m

1 b'
XXL? ((1-61J)2—b;b + (1—6mJ)2—;¢> A,]2+
i=1j=l J

t?
__ _ ,..2

2:11.21” ((1.1)-§——;;_+(16m>2—;“5)AU +

11 "1—1
bj

n— 1 m
bjZ (— L?)_2_j1b KU+1 Ki] + ZZ( _Li‘a))2_15AiJ+l Avij

i=1j=l i=1j= ]

n m
b ai—1

A-
n m

a bj-J K ' 2: ZLJ 21TH5: hi—1le + XXL? -]\iJ'-1l +
i=2j=1 '-1 i=1j- 2

n m n—] m
b 01—1 - b (1—1'XXL] 21f_lhi_1’7 A” ZLJ_210 A"NJ AU +

x='.’J=] 1:1 1:1 ’

r. m
a b'_ n m—]

a
bZZLi ?;bl A‘J—1 AU — L1 fiAIJ-rl A1] +

i=11=2 J 1 1:1J:] J

n—] m n m

2B -a—l}\2 — XXL” a” A2 +J [a ‘J J 210 1—1]
1:1 j=1 ' i=2j=l ’_

n m—l n m
La b] A? _ 221} bJ-IA'J

1 21h 1: I 21); 31—1

1:1]:1 i=1j=2

By changing variables to make all the sums start at one we obtain that the last four lines in the previous
expression are zero and the remaining terms are the quadratic form Q at K.
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Define fl := M'IB. Observe that the matrix A is symmetric with respect to the inner product (~, ')M
in IBM“.

Our main result in this section can now be stated as follows.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied. Let A be the matrix defined above.
p11,--~,p1m,p21,~~.yzm,-~-,pn].~--,pnm the sequence ofits eigenvalues, 211V"21m1221|"'.:2m.-~,
z"), - - -

, znm a corresponding sequence ofnormalized eigenvectors. Writing 2“ z: (zH, 2,171,321‘ . . .
_ 2271,

”42,1, - ~ -,zf,"‘) we have:

A“ = 141+ 00/5),

anon), < yieRs,
find-1,11):

0(l), (any) 6 Q.

where (“ugh“) is the 1:1” eigenpair ofA,1§ k S n 1515 m.

Proof: From Theorem 3.1 in I, we only need to prove that the eigenvalue y“ of A can be chosen to satisfy

l‘ij = ll? + II? ,

and the corresponding eigenfunction 2“ can be written as

in fact, if 2.5 is as defined above

day)” = (22 |R¢ql'lf(pq)(krflf;)
k=11=1

_ a'— _IRNIll—L3(l—6m)2{;_1}zfj”—L gm 4”); t“l+
q- 1

_ a b b
lR‘Ml lLp<(1“61q)21t__1 +(l_ ém9)2_1b>‘.1p‘q +

r— 1

-1 b P 1 alqul Lq((]—ép1)2b—Ia +(1—6pn)2_12)zf19 _

{le‘l [L;(1—6mq)2b—1",:ffi+1+Lgi-(aha—P zffi‘lql
21a U

b 0 — a _1 a a a — 0,_:19[(LP) ](1 6p])2121_ ("I "’F‘1)+(LF) l(1_6lf'")2_1ra("1p 1P+l)]

_ b _ b
4—pr (L2) ](1_691)21qb

1 (”fq—szq-l)+(l’2) 1(1_6qm)2_1qb(*1q Jq+1):|
q-l

= 2:9(Aazf)P+ ap(Abzflq—— qul‘liz if + Zip/sz jq
= (11?

+fl?)2?fiz-

Therefore flzij = (p;J + p§)2,~j = yijzij. Since the family of eigenvectors z,-j is an orthonormal basis
for mm" with the inner product (~, ‘lM we have that these are the only eigenvalues of fl. The proof is now
completed.
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Next we consider the question whether or not the results in this section apply only in the case when
the diffusion coefficients have the particular form described. We are concerned mainly with the case when
the diffusion coefficients satisfy the same kind of estimates, but depend on both variables. It is intuitively
expected that exactly the same behavior would be observed. Our primary goal is to justify mathematically
these intuitive expectancies.

We start by describing the diffusion coefficients that we are going to consider in this section. Assume
that 0,6 6 C’jfiLR), where Q = [0,1] x [0,1]. Assume also that a(-,y) E C,’,(67’,I;',aj,i,u) V y 6 [0,1] and
b(:,-) e C,’,,(eb,1b',1?,g,u) v z 6 [0,1].

We want to study the eigenvalue problem for the operator

A : D(A) c Hm) _. L219)
defined by

D(A) : {u E H2(Q) : Q6n=0 m 69},

Au = (aux), + (buy)y, u e D(A).

More specifically we want to study the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A as the parameter
u tends to zero.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose the above hypothesis are satisfied. Let A be as before, pl 5 y? 5 S [Jnm
the sequence of its eigenvalues, 21,22, - ~ ~

. turn a corresponding sequence of normalized eigenvectors. Writ-
ing zk z: (zi1,-~ Hzi’" zf1,- --, zfm,-~-,z;‘1,---,z;‘m) we have that there is a sequence of eigenfunctions
¢1i¢2,¢3,'-- such that.

At = M +o(1),

11m — 2?.12;"=1Xn.,ziiiium) = am
where (Abdul) is a It“ eigenpair ofA, l 5 Ir 5 nm.

(1.1)

Proof. We start by proving the properties of the eigenvalues. To do that consider the functions a+ a“
60,1,(60, I°', a’, 5 u) b+ ,‘b eC1(eb ,1‘" b’ fl.u)and

a (t)<a(:c, y)<a+ (x),
b (y )<b(I,y)Sb+(y ),

for every (I y) E (7
Let A; be the k“ eigenvalue associated to the problem oil. 3 with a( ) b( ) replaced by 0 (~), b‘(-)

and A be the corresponding sectorial operator. Let A+ be the Ir” eigenvalue associated to the problem
of 1.3 with a(--) b( ) replaced by a +~( )_b +(- ) and A+ be the corresponding sectorial operator. Then, by
Theorem 3.2 in I.

A; = Pk +0“),
A: = [1]: +0“).

By the max-min property of eigenvalues. we have that M A: A; can be written as

Al» = max ITLlI] (Acyé)
SCH‘tfl) {ms}dim5=k—l}

/\+ = ' A+
k {£22515 }

{¢.LS]< ¢’ ¢>’

A“ = max min A" .

"

.1“

{dsclc-Ijigl }
{ét5}( (MD)
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respectively.
Therefore. we have that

A; S M S A:

and the claim for the eigenvalues is proved.
To prove the claim for the eigenfunctions we first assume that the eigenvalues of the matrix A are simple.

It follows from the fact that the first mn eigenvalues of A converge to the eigenvalues of A that the first mn
eigenvalues of A are simple for V small enough.

We prove the result by induction. We know that the claim is verified for the first eigenfunction, since 0
is the first eigenvalue for A and for A. Assume that the result is true for the first It- - l eigenfunctions. Let
the an the eigenfunction of A“ associated to its eigenvalue A;. Then we can write,

Ak+0(1)= (A¢’k,¢ >=ZZcrcpr<<>=¢,,¢,,—icfx.
i=1i:] p: l

From the induction hypothesis we obtain that c.~ = o(l) for every i < k. Therefore we have

Ak + o(l) _>_ cfAk +(1— GEN/lug + 6)

where A), + 6 = Ak+1 . From the assumption that the eigenvalues of A are all simple we obtain that 6 is
bounded away from zero. And we have that

o(1)=<1— at)

we choose ck : 1 + o(1). This also implies that

cfj =o(l).
i>k

This proves that
||¢k — il’kllptm = 0(1)-

The result now follows from Theorem 1.2, in this section.
Next, we consider the case when the matrix A has multiple eigenvalues. Let M be the first multiple

eigenvalue of A and assume that its multiplicity is m. Proceeding as before we have that, for 0 5 j 5 m - 1

o:
.

k+m—]
_

k+m—l
A): + 0(1) = (A_wk+j1¢k+i) = Zfl‘ilzli 2 M Z (03) +<1— 2 (Cf) )(/\k + 6)

i=k

where M + 6 = AH", and 6 is bounded away from zero.
This implies that

k+m—1
4

1- Zufifzou) 0<J<m—1
1:1:

and that
cc

2 <df=o<1>
i=k+m

Therefore,
k+m—l

.

win: 2 demo), 05j5777-1-
i=k

Let C7 = (Ci, - - -,ci+m_1) we have that

(5,55) = 5m + o(1).
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If 0 := col(c”, - - ~ ,c"‘"); then. OT = O“1 + o(1). And, if (f‘k,---.f}+,,,_1)7' := Oil-(W.---.l/'k+m_1)7i. m-
have that they are eigenfunctions of A“ and that they satisfy ”of” - V’Hjllumi = o(1).

Now We redefine the sequence of eigenfunctions substituting it)”, by d‘Hj. This together with Theorem
1.2 proves the result.

§2.Applications to dynamics.
Let Q = (0,1) x (0,1). In this section we consider the parabolic equation

u: =(a(uxlr+(buy)y+f(U), (I.y)€9- 1>0 (2-1)
au

Let A be the sectorial operator and fi and M be the matrices defined in the previous section, and denote
by flu,“-,y1m,u21,‘",ll2m,"-,[Jn1,~',unm the sequence ofeigenvalues ofA, by 211,~~,z1m,:21,~-,
22m,---,zfl1,--~.znm the corresponding sequence of eigenvectors, normalized with respect to the inner
product (-, -)M.

Writing 2“ z: (zi},~--,zi7‘,zf},~--,zf{”,--~,zf,’,-~~,z?lm) we have, by Theorem 1.3 11.1,

Au = lik1+ o(VI/Z)

zi")+o(l), zeRfi, 15i5n,15j<m
¢k1=i _

O(l), zEQ
where (Amqm) is the H” eigenpair ofA,1 _<_ k 5 n, 1515 m.

With this information we can proceed to obtain the ordinary differential equation that determines the
asymptotic behavior.

Let A° be the fractional power of A and X" be D(A°) endowed with the graph norm and consider
the following decomposition of X°. Let W : span [451m 1 5 k _<_ n, l S I 5 m] and WC,l its orthogonal
complement in X". Then if u E X”? it can be decomposed as

n m

u =Eszfiu + 11“

k=11=1

where
vu=/U(I,y)¢>k1(1»y)d1dy. is k s n. 1515 m.

n
n m

wzu—E E turnbu-
k=1l=l

This decomposition of the space induces a decomposition in the equations (2.1), (2.2) as follows. Suppose
u(1,:c,y) is a solution of (2.1). (2.2); then.

141.1): Evu(t)ok1(r.y)+u=(t.:r.y)

and
i7k1(i)=/u1(i.§‘)d)k1(i')di Z —/\k1‘ck1(i)+/ f(u(t.i))c)k1(?r)dfr. (2.3)

Q Q

forlSkSn, lglgm,
w. = (Cub):+(bu?y)y+f(u(f-,Tiy))— Z/ f(U(1,i))¢u(5r)d5r ¢u(r,y)

k=11=1 “ (2,4)

% = 0 (my) 6 39.
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As in 1.3 We guess that the limiting ordinary differential equations are‘

mu): _,ik,1”:sz |RW| j Z Z t=,j(i):";q zgy. (2.5)
p=lq=l i=l j=l

forlngn, 1515m.
We now introduce a change of variable that we believe simplify the above equations significantly and

allow more accurate interpretation of the results. Let.

UH = 22: lRf; lily-Iii,“ (26)
i=1j=l

where 6.3, 1 5 i 5 n, 1 5 j 5 m is the set of variables related to the average on each of the rectangles in
the partition.

Introducing the notation,
- 1] 1m 21 2 - ] , -
211 ... 21] 211 ... 2111, --- ‘111 ... “111,11

11 .,i 21 2 .1
'

211? 1311 712? ... 2323: ... 211W], ... 41:11
m -221 "' Zzi" 221 "' 221 "' 411 "‘ 231m

2T _
1

zéln a: zen 23m a; as,"

l] ..l 21 2 l ..Zn] ‘nrln Zn] ' " zn'ln "' 22] ' ’ ' ‘rriln

1'1 ..I‘m 22} zz'm ..ri] Jim
- nm ‘nm um um ‘nm ‘nm-

P=diagullla“'sfllmiy21>"'ifl2ms'"ii-inle'""iflnml

(”NW
511 (f(1’11)\

vlm Elm f(rlm)
v2] 521 f(1’2i)

1 — 7 E: F(1) : ‘

v2m 62m fll'Qm)

rm En] f(1'nil

L’nm £71772 flu-rim)

we can rewrite (2.5) as

1b = —pv + ZTMF(Zv), (2.7)
v = zTMg. (2.8)

Since the eigenvectors z“ are an orthonormal base for mm" with respect to the inner product ( -)M,
we have

ZTMZ = ZTMTZ = 1d,

3 C“



and thus
227 = M".

Therefore,
Zr = ZZTME =5

and writing the equation (2.7) in the variable 5, we obtain,

5": 21) = —ZpZTM£ + ZZTMF(£).

Now, observing that

A2: (Azlli'"iAzlmrAzzlr"'|A22ms'"1A:nla"'aA:nm)

=(fl11:11v"'iylmzlma/JZJZZD"'sfl2m22mv"'al‘nlznle'"wllnmznml=lea

we have
. - _5: “AZZTMf‘l' F“) = “A5 + F“)-

. a _ b-
Eu = -—|Rk1|_1 (1 — 6&1)Ll#(fkl—£k—11)+(l“61j)Lg'1b—](Ekl”£H—1) +

21k-1 211—1

b
-|R,.,|-1 [<1— 6m) L: T}. (an —eu+1)+ (1 — ML? {i (at who] we“)

I k

forlSkSn,1§1§m.
Assume that the function f satisfies the dissipativeness condition (2.8), where -6 is replaced by 1.111 — 6.
This implies that the parabolic problem (2.1), (2.2) has a global attractor A” and also, one can verify

that the hypothesis [H] is satisfied.
By considering a Liapunov function (which can be obtained as in 1.3) one can prove that the equations

(2.5) have a global attractor A.
Consider the decomposition (2.3), (2.4) of the problem (2.1), (2.2). which we rewrite as

fun“) = —r\krvk1(t)+ Putt], w), (29)

forlgkgn, lgjgm and

w: = (We): + (bwy)y + Q(v, U‘) (1,11) 6 Q

2.10Q = 0 (z,y) E 69.
( )

571

where

Pk1(v,w) z/ff( ngj( f)¢,~j(I, y))+ w( :r,y)) ¢H(i‘,y)di‘dy,
5:1 J—l

Q(1‘,U‘)(I.y)= f<ZZv,j(1)¢,J-((.1‘y) +u( I.y“): EH“ 1. u )¢H(z, y)
i=13=l 11:1

Using the variation of constants formula we rewrite (2.9) as
t

w(1) = €_A1‘U’o +/ e‘A('_’)Q(1i(s),ur(s))ds. (2.11)
0

The semigroup T(t) :: PM when restricted to Wl satisfy the following properties:

I|T(f)w||uu s Kt'1’26"‘"’”"llwlluu.
1/2 0

t (2.12)
“710111“ng S (ff—(“M ||w|lwl72

where I\' is independent of V. This can be done easily since the generator A is selfadjoint.
We are now in position to state our main theorem in this section.
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Theorem 2.2. Supposc that (2.5) has a compact attractor A and t' C mm" is a neighborhood ofA such
that u(\') C A. Then. for any neighborhood U ofA such that (7 C \' there exists a V0 > (J and a Lipschitz
continuous function on, : U —- W1, for u 5 1/0, such that oy(v) — 0 uniformily for v E U, and the set

My = {u = Ezvijd’ij + 0u(v),1'€ U}
i=1 j:]

is an exponentially attractive invariant manifold for (2.1), (2.2). Furthermore, the flow in M,, is given by
u(t,:r,y) = EL] 2:le vgj(t)¢.-_,~(z,y) + ay(v(t)), where v(t) is the solution of

ilk! = —#u ”H + Pki(v,0u(v)). (2.13)

for l 5 k S n, l 5 j 5 m, The attractor A, must lie in My and the family of attractors

{Am 0 S V 5 V0}

is upper-semicontinuous at zero in mm".

The proof of this result is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1.3 and we omit it.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose fis smooth. Then for V small the equations (2.13) have a compact attractor AV
in U and limy_.0A., C A. If the flow defined by (2.5) is structurally stable on A in U then limyfloAy = A
and the flow defined by (2.13) is structurally stable on A in U and they are equivalent.

III. SOME COMMENTS AND GENERALIZATIONS

1. An Eigenvalue Problem in a Two Dimensional Domain.
In this section we consider the case of a domain 9 C m2 which is not a cartesian product. Let Q be an

open bounded smooth domain in IR2 and assume that the intersection off) with ($0,117) x IR is the rectangle
(30,12) x (yhyg), where to < 22 are constants.

Let 01,61, 1] ,, be positive constants, 21 6 (930,22) and u be a positive parameter. Let a'1(-),I;(-) : IR+ —-.

IR+ be continuous and increasing functions of the parameter V satisfying a’1(0) = a), l’1(0) = 11. Assume
that amby zfi — IR+ are functions in Clm) satisfying

6 I

May) 2 71 V 1,11) 6 Qt”

lit/(1,1!) 5 03V, V zly) E Q\U?=19i

(

31101111)? 01V, W131!) E Q

(

May) z 6—5. Way) 6 o,

where Qi’ = {on e 9:1 < 21—1/1’1},Q‘{={(z,y)€9:z < xi wt}, 95’ = «tyre 9:1 > I. we}
and Q; = (z,y) E Q : 1‘ > 1144/11}.

Consider the symmetric, second order elliptic diflerential operator
3 a 6

(LUQ)(Iy) : 6—1 (au(1,y)a¢(1,y))+ 6—1} (bU(1y)6iy¢(I=y))'

Let X : L262) and consider the operator AL. defined by

D(A,,) z {¢ 6 H2(Q) : g = 0 in an}

(Ay¢)(z,y) : —(Lu¢)(x.y). W e D(.4.).
It is known that A” is an unbounded. self adjoint operator with compact resolvent. Let {An(u)} be the

ordered sequence of eigenvalues of A” and {¢n(v)} be a corresponding sequence of normalized eigenfunctions.
Our goal is to study the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of A” as u —~ 0. Our first result

says that the first two eigenvalues of A" stay bounded whereas the others blow up as u —- 0; that is,
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Lemma 1.1. Let {An(u)) and {¢n(u)} be as above. Then, A101) 5 0

01 V2hm); = —Q,wo”(’ szumM'
and A3(u) —e 00 as u -—o 0. Furthermore, for any sequence {VJ}: uj —» 0 asj -—~ co, there exists a subsequence
{uh} of{u,-}, such that ||¢2(ujh) — X||Lz(n) ——' 0 as jk — 00, where

2

x = Z kanl,
6:1

with kg, i=1,2 satisfying |91|k12 + |oz|1e22 = 1, |Qllk1+|92|k2 = 0.

Proof: Consider the functional J, : H1(Q) -—v IR defined by

Jy¢= fa [Maw (%¢(r,y))2+b (1 11) (6—3;
6
¢(1 3/02] drdy.

It is easy to see that A1(u) E 0 and ¢1(u) E |Q|“§. Also, we know that the second eigenvalue A2(u) must
satisfy

V_. ms. , UAA)—mm{flflg.¢efl(m,¢ie(§.
Therefore, to prove that A2(u) remains bounded as V —» 0 we must exhibt a family of functions W E
H1(Q), ||¢,||L,(n) = 1 such that Jul), remains bounded as u —v 0. Let 1p, : Q —. IR, 1,1)" _L ¢1(y) be
continuous and such that

K1+0(1)) (I>y)egi
K2 + 0(1), (1,31) 6 95

__
K2 “K1 8 _ 2 7ad’l/(Iiy) "‘

21/11
+ a“), 6—ywl’(riy) _ 0, (25,11) € Q\ui=10i

where K1: -|o|-% (fiflf and K—2_ |o|NH)? Then

2

Lylibu = _/n\U—f=ln_:4 [ax/(x, y) (53211’1/(1', y))2+b (Ly)< 66_y¢y (z, y)> }d2dy

=/ Mrs/m¢u(z,)2y> dzdy
muffin—T

K2— K]
= d d dz d[mm

nu “(I y) I y <
21/11

>2 y
x=l 1

K2— K1
2 K —K 2

<a'1vV|Q\U,~_ 1Q—”|<
21/11 ) +o(1)=a’1u2u11(y2—y1)< 221/11 1) +o(l)

$1,054!) :

01312:: -———Q+omunnflefl' ()
and ||¢y||Lz(n) = 1+ o(1). This implies that

Lew” <__a1 ya—
u_||2Lz _ 211 |91||92 i

A2(V)<_ ”tr”
IQI+0(1)
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and lim supy_0 A2(V)<_ g“m [Q], proving that there are at least two eigenvalues that stay bounded as
V -—0

To prove that there are only two eigenvalues that stay bounded we must study the behavior of the
eigenfunctions associated to those eigenvalues that stay bounded. Let My), ¢(u) be an eigenpair such that
“Upogugi A(u) < 00. Then, there are constants k] and k; such that

|l¢(V) — xllum) —' 0,

as u —+ 0 Where f1’=2:|_l k'A’nl. To prove that notice that there is a constant m 2 0 such that,

A [Man (gash)? + may) (glam/02] dzdy 5 m.

ff Kim”)? + (§y¢<r,y>)2] my 5 E
This implies that for any 0 < V 5 110 we have

Therefore,

in
ll¢<Vll|H,(n-flo)_1+zuov

which implies that there is a sequence vi and a constant k,‘ such that

||d>(uj)—Ic,-H ,, —~0 as uj—'0.L’(fl.°)

Next we want to prove that given v] < 110 we have that ||¢(u,-) — huL (nvl) _. 0. It is easy to see that

for j large |I¢(Uj)“H1(n"‘l’)"< l +m—-V1. Therefore, there exist a subsequenLce(nut/1,
—+ 0 and constant 7c,- such

that _
||¢(er) — k;||L2(n:,;) —> 0 as Vi, — 0.

Since
I|¢(u,~,) - fillymlvg) —' 0 as ”it —~ 0

we have that k,- = liq. Hence, the limit does not depend on the subsequence and we have that

I|¢(Vj) — kiHLflnrl’) -—-o 0 as Vj ——» 0.

Remark: So far, we have not proved that the constants kg, i = 1,2 do not depend upon the sequence uj.
We have only proved that the constants do not depend upon 1/0.

Assume that,
ll¢ullu(n\uf=’n|~’) _' 0 (1.1)

as u —v 0. Then k,- must satisfy

milk]? + mallet? =1, |91|k1+l92|k2 = o. (1.2)

Therefore if A301) stays bounded we have that there exist a sequence VJ —~ 0 and constants 1cH I_c,~, i = 1,2
such that for any V] > 0

l|¢2( Vj) — kiHL’mfl) —» 0 as uj —» 0

and
~

ll¢3(le — kiHLfimfi) —-> 0 as uj —~ 0.
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Since M J. 453. we have a contradiction since (1.2) implies

lQllklifi ‘i‘ lflzlkzi'z # 0.

Therefore it only remains to prove (1.1). To do this we consider two points (2,11), (1,5) in the setQ\U1 fl.
Then the following is satisfied

Way) — «mm2 s 2I¢(r,y) — mm)? + Mat) — awn"
y :

=2|/ ¢,(z,r)dr|2+2|/ qs,(0,r)di9|2
1 J

V? 11+!!!)
5 2(y2 — yi)/ (¢y(r,7))9dr + 41/13/ (¢,(€,1))2d9

V1 j—VI;

V: v: ”‘l‘V’i/ f / I¢(z,y)—¢(s,t)|?drdyd1
in in 11—111;

y: ya r,+ui’, y,
_<_ 2(y2—y1)/ / f / (¢y(I,T))2de1‘dydi

in y; 2,—111’

y; 9; 11+”; z,+u1’

“V’i/ / f / ((¢,(,e t))2d6dzdyd1
Vi Vi Il-V’; 2,—ul’

r,+ul y,
5 2(y2 — m3] (m1, T))2d‘rd:r

I
1 uh

and

y; 21+VI;
+-4UI;(y2—-y])2ylij/ j/ (¢z((0, t) )2d0df

y; r ,—uV

m lS [ml/z - Imag-l + 8112(y2 — yila—1] V

Thus,
1

313 mu; fi

5
g,

G ,/ / l¢>(-’r,y)|'d1dy —(2u1;/ l¢(s,t)l‘d1)
y) Il—l/lll yl

2 [2 é

Simian—m +51} V] .
61 0]

Next we consider the case when 5 =11 — VI’ which for comenience. we continue to denote b\ s and the
following holds

9: y; 3 s y;f / /|é(r,y)—¢(~<-f)l"drdyd1S?(ye—y1)3/ / (oy(r,7))?drdz
yr 11) To it "h

y; 5

+2(ro — 6)(y: — y1)/ /(0.-(9‘f))2d9df
9: To

177 q5 [Quiz — ylls— +?(Ic- - Sl"(y2 —y1l1n'] V
61 61

This implies that

_ l
1 y: 1 y? A 2

.
2d — _—_ 2 ‘3(ya—yi/y MU” 1) <(s-Io)(y2_yl)/yl rolo(z,y)l drdy) sow ) (1.4)
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i
|2(v:—yi)’;fi+2(:o--)’ffl]v ’

d(“filth-Vi) anwhere Owl?) = [

1 V7
2

i
5

1
%

(312-111 A] l¢(6,1)i (if) SO(U )+ [m] . (1.5)

The inequality (1.5) combined with (1.3) implies that there is only two eigenvalues that stays bounded.
The next step is to prove that

. . 01 312—111llmlan U > —-———-——— .

we»
2( l- 211 mm' ‘

We start by proving a few estimates for the second eigenfunction. which for convenience we denote
¢ = ¢(u),

fi'l'Wi y;
fa [a.(¢.)2+bu(¢y)2]dzdyz / / au(¢:)2dzdy

1—1”! m
Ii‘l’l’li y:

2 a] y: fi+VIi 2

zaiu/ / (midzdyz— / our dy
Ti-Vli 91 211 iii 21-1111

y;
Will + Vliiy) " M31 — ”11131”? dy

1/1

in ,,
g 5“ %

2 gfi [(‘Zl‘ (¢(1‘1+V11,y))-dy) _ (fyi (out) — Vlliy))2dy> J

:2—11

2

and, if uj —> 0 is such that

k], 1691
gang) — x in ma), where x = {b. I e 92

with k1,k2 satisfying (1.2). Then. from (1.6). we obtain

1

/99 f! 2 2———— , d d —- 1:
(3/2 —y1)(5-10) y1 so

“I y) I y I

which by (1.4) implies that
1 1/2

5/ Oil] — Vliiylzdy— k1'~
y? _ y] yl

In the same way
1 y"

., '>/ om + u11~y)‘dy — kg“-
y'.’ - y] 3”

Therefore,

. . 9 . a: v
liryiligf

n
{autr-y)(or(rsy))' + bu(1,y)(oy(r,y))2ldrdy 2 fityz — y1)(k2 — kil'

: 2 312—111
| |

211 l91||921

and the result is proved.

If by is assumed to be large everywhere in Q, one cannot expect to have a curve F different from a
straight vertical line separating the regions 91 and 92. One solution to that problem would be to make by
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small along T. However, the proof given in Lemma 1.1 does not apply since, in this case, we Were not able
to prove the convergence (1.1).

This observation seems to indicate that, by fixing the elliptic operator, we somehow fix the type of
partition of the domain that we can allow.

52. Some Comments on Bifurcation.
Consider the scalar parabolic problem

u,=(au,),+f(u), 0<x< 1, 1>o (2.1)
u,(0) = u,(1) = 0, 1> 0. (2.2)

Assume that a E C2([0,1],IR), a(:r) > 0, z: 6 [0,1]. We also assume that a is large except in a
neighborhood of a point where it becomes small. To describe the coefficient a, let 0 = 20 < z] < 22 = 1 be a
partition of the interval [0,1] and let I; be a positive constant and I’1 be a function ofa positive parameter V

that approach 11 from above as V —» 0. Then if €1(V), 62(V) are positive functions of the V that go to infinity
as the parameter goes to zero, if al(V) 5 a’1(V) are positive functions of V that go to zero as the parameter
goes to zero (and V is sufficiently small), let a be such that

a(:c) 2 £1(V), for 20 5 z 5 11 — VI'J,

a(:1:) 2 e2(V), for 11+ III/15 z 5 x2,

a(z) 2 01(V), for z] — VI'1 5 z 5 21+ Vfi,
(2.3)

a(:1:) 5 a’1(V), for 1:1 — V115 z 5 1:1 + VI].

We also assume that
11—1; = 00),
a: -— a; =

O(1).} (2.4)

We borrow the notation of 1.4 and concentrate in the generalization of the results for the case when the
diffusion coefficient has two bumps and one well. However similar generalizations follow, in the same way,
for the more general situations.

I 2 - 1_Lemma 2.1. Assume thatfilm = o(l) and that miffi'ffll = O(1). Consider the oper-
ator

A : D(A) c L2(0, 1) —» L2(0, 1)

defined by
D(A) = {u e H2(0, 1) : u,(0) = u,(1) = 0},
Au = —(aur),.

Let. A1 < A2 < A3 < ~ - - be the sequence ofits eigenvalues and 9151, (152, (153, - ~ - a corresponding sequence of
normalized eigenfunctions. Then /\1 : 0,

a1(V) 1
. . . . a’1(V) 1____ <1 {An <1 A < __u-o 21/11 z](1—:1:1) — ”333 ‘(V)— ”if?" 2M Juilfifp 21/11 110—11)

and A3 —> 00 as V —> 0. Furthermore, we can choose (151 = 1 and 4)? satisfying

1—21
+0(1), z€[0111_yl1]

43203) o(V'%), I 6 [x1 — V1’1,:r1 + Vli]

£1 +o(1), z€[zl+VI'1,1]
1—131
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The proof of this results is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.1 in Carvalho and Pereira [1991] and we
omit it

Assume that liminf,_.o 9515-3 = limsupy_.0 {22
differential equations

= a; and consider the following system of ordinary

a
21 - 21113" — z1)+f(z1),
. — (2-5)
22 = afifiz - 21) + fizz)-

We proved that it determines the asymptotic behavior of (2.1), (2.2) for small values of the parameter u.
Consider now the the following cases:
1) “4512 —» 00 as u a 0.

By Lemma 2.1, A2 —~ 00 as V —+ 0 and the limiting equation must be

i) = f(v), (2.6)

where v is identified to the average of u in the interval [0,1].
2) 9451) —-v 0 as V —-+ 0.

By Lemma 2.1 we have that A2 —> 0 as u —a 0. In this case, the limiting equations must be

21 = f(21))
= f(22),

where z,- is identified to the average of u in the interval [2,-_1,z,-], i = 1,2,
An interesting phenomenon is observed in this two cases. Suppose f(u) = u — us. According to the rates

of growth (decay) of the coefficients defining a, we can obtain a single equation with three equilibrium points
or a system of two decoupled equations with nine equilibrium points as limiting equation. If we introduce
the case when the second eigenvalue converges, we obtain the system (2.5) as limiting equation. By varying
a] we can go from case 1) to case 2); that is, from three equilibrium points to nine equilibrium points.

To illustrate this, consider 11 = 1/2 and rewrite the equations (2.5) as

2.1 = 7‘(22—21)+f(21)a
}

(2.7)

22 = —r(22-—21)+f(22), (28)

where r = $11. In this case we can compute the equilibrium points explicitly and they have simple expressions,
namely:

(21,22)=(0,0), (21,22)=(171)» (21,12)=(-1,-1),

(21,22): ( —\/1—2r,\/1—2r), (21,22): ( v1—2r,—\/1—2r),

\/1—r-—\/l—2r—3r2 \/1—r+\/l—2r-—3r2
(21122): " fl 1 fi 7

\/l—r—\/l—2r—3r~ \/1—r+\/12—2r—3r2fi 7—

fi—r-l—x/l—2r—3r2 \/1—r—\/12—2r—3r2

( l

( )x/l—r+\/1—2r—3r2 fi—r-JJQ— 2r-3r2
fi 1—
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We observe that for r 2 1/2 the only possible equilibrium points must satisfy z, = 22 which implies that
the only equilibrium points are (0.0), (1,1) and (-1,-1). Note that as the parameter r varies from zero to 1/2
we observe a bifurcation at r = 1/3 where four roots cease to exist and a bifurcation as r = 1/2 where two
roots cease to exist and there is no bifurcation for r > 1/2. All the bifurcations are pitchfork bifurcations.

Remark. Lemma 2.1 can be generalized to include any number of wells. It implies that the rate at which
the deep well goes to zero is critical in the case considered by Fusco [1987] and Carvalho and Pereira [1991].

§3.Systems.

The results in 1.3 can also be carried on for systems of weakly coupled parabolic equations. To ilustrate
that, consider the following problem

u,=(au,),+f(u,v), 0<r<1, t>0
u,(0) = u,(1) = 0, t> 0

v,=(bv,),+g(u,v), 0<z<1, t>0
vz(0) = v,(1) = 0, t> 0.

(3.1)

where a E C§(e'a,l°',a-7,x1,u) and b 6 C§(eb,lb',l;’,y1,u). We assume that z] 5 y1.LetA‘1’,A§‘,--- ‘1’,¢g,~-
be the eigenvalues and a corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions of A°u = —(au,)z with homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions and ALAg,‘ - - ¢€,¢g, - - - be the eigenvalues and a corresponding sequence of
eigenfunctions of Abu = —(bu,, )1: with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. With the operators A“
and A", we associate the corresponding fractional power spaces X3 and Xg’. By Theorem 3.1 in I we have
that

a: b: afifl 1 b b 1 L. 1,
"“Al-Q *2 277-3") **fim Agzu A32?

1”451 1‘1/1
1']

’ I€(0,Il) _ Tr y€(0iyl)
Medal, g—»

I ¢z~
1 l y]

1—1]: 1:6(2131)
1—_—y]_1 y€(ylal)

By projecting the equations on the eigenspaces associated to the eigenvalues that converge we obtain the
following set of limiting ordinary differential equations.

231 = $1f(21 + kfzzyfi + kifz) + (1/1 — Ii)f(21— k§22,€1 + kiEQ)

+(1— y1)f(21— 322,51 - 15352),

a 11 22+ki’1'1f(21+ki22751+ki52)”TGIF—11)
— kflyi — Ii)f(21- k§22,fi + kifz) " 1°30“ y1)f(21— 622,51 — 15352),

51= 119(21+ ”22,51 + kiE?) + (1/1 - 21)g(21— kgzmfii + kifz)

+(1— y1)9(21— k§z2,€1 — 15352),

22 + kll’zlg(z1 + kf22,51+ kif'zl

22:

_b_] 1

21? y1(1— yr)

+ kf(y1 — 1'1)9(21- k3z2,61+ kifz) — 1:2(1— yi)9(21— k§22,51— 16352)
J

55:

By introducing the change of variables

fli=Zi+kf22 91=fi+kifz
"2:21—15322 92:51—k352
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we can transform the above equations into

r71:20—1131—1—(772 fl1)+f('l1191),_01_a, (02-771)+yl 1((fl'zrefl'tT%f('72.02),_ 1

”2 = 21°(1- 1:1)
b x _

2—‘111/1 (92- 011+y—jg(n1,01)+”‘

—b1
——-—— 0
21m — in)"

(3.3)91='9(rrz,01),
92 = ‘91)+9(T)2,92),

These results can be proved for an arbitrary number of bumps and wells and for an arbitrary number
of weakly coupled equations.

We remark that if the system of parabolic equations is gradient, then the system of ordinary diflerential
equations that we obtain will also be gradient. Suppose we start with the system (3.1) and that We impose
the following additional hypotheses

limsupM 5—6 limsupM 5—6
luI—oo u luI—ooo v

for some 6 > 0, and
Of fig
530”) = a(m), V(s,t) 6 m2.

Then, the system (3.1) is a gradient system and the functional V :
X“% x Xbé —' IR+ defined by

1 l I Iw. ¢> = /0 5 [a(z)¢ (z)2 + ¢(r)2 + 11mm)? + W)? — we), wan] dz,

where F((u ,v)= fo f(s, v)ds+ f0g( u, 5))ds, is a Liapunov Functional for (.3(1.)
By decomposing u and v in the usual way, by taking the limit and then changing variables we obtain

the following functional for the equations (3.3)

_ 1 1 1
2

1 1

v 10 =_ _ _ __ 2+(77 ) 2<11rh+1—I17’2) +211(1—Il)(’71—n2)+
1 1 1

2
1 1

_ —9 —0 --—__ _ 2

2
(111 14,—1—111 2) +

211101110091
92) +

10] l 1b1 1 -.
——a————(’7 “7722+ —"_39_9 2—61-19,2211[Il(1~21)]%1 )+ 22—1—1b[y1(1—y1)]§( 1 2) (77 )

where (77,5) 2 (1711772761162) and

W2 W2

G(r7,0)= [I11 mf(8,l91)015+(y1—z1)/ f(5‘91)d8+(1—y1)/ f(s,92)d$]
o o o

l
5

+1
91 91 02

+511/ 9(7I1,S)d3+(y1-$1)/; 9(172,S)d8+(l—y1)/0 g(172,s)ds].
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